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VOTING SUMMARY - SECY-05-0106

RECORDED VOTES

NOT
APRVD DISAPRVD ABSTAIN PARTICIP COMMENTS DATE

CHRM. DIAZ

COMR. McGAFFIGAN

COMR. MERRIFIELD

COMR. JACZKO

COMR. LYONS

x X 8/17/05

x X 10/14/05

x X 7/18/05

x X 8/19/05

x X 7/27/05

COMMENT RESOLUTION

In their vote sheets, all Commissioners approved the staff's recommendation and provided
some additional comments. Subsequently, the comments of the Commission were
incorporated into the guidance to staff as reflected in the SRM issued on October 27, 2005.

SECY NOTE: This Commission Voting Record will be released to the public 5 working
days after dispatch of the letter to the petitioner.



NOTATION VOTE

RESPONSE SHEET

TO: Annette Vietti-Cook, Secretary

FROM: CHAIRMAN DIAZ

SUBJECT: SECY-05-0106 - PROPOSED RULEMAKING TO
REVISE 10 CFR 73.1, DESIGN BASIS THREAT
(DBT) REQUIREMENTS

Approved Disapproved Abstain

Not Participating

COMMENTS:

I join Commissioners Merrifield and Lyons in commending the staff on their efforts to develop a
proposed rule for public comments on DBT attributes. I approve the proposed publication
subject to the attached edits and changes.
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[7590-01 -P]

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

10 CFR Part 73

RIN 3150-AH60

Design Basis Threat

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ACTION: Proposed rule.

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is proposing to amend its regulations

that govern the requirements pertaining to design basis threat (DBT). The proposed rule would

amend 10 CFR 73.1 (a) to make generically applicable the security requirements previously

imposed by the Commission's April 29, 2003 DBT orders, which applied to existing licensees,

and redefine the level of security requirements necessary to ensure that the public health and

safety and common defense and security are adequately protected. The proposed amendment

would conaolidate the existing DBT requirements in § 73.1(a) with the supplemental DBT

requirements put in place by Commission orders issued cn April 29, 2003 (63 FR 24517, 68 FR

26675, 68 FR 26676). The spcific details related to the threat, which contain both safeguards

information (SCI) and classified informatien, are consolidated in adversary characteristes

documents (ACD3) that are not publicly available. These dceuments include specifie details cf

the attributes of the threat consistent with the requirements imposed in the April 29, 2003, DBT

orders. The proposed rule would revise the DBT requirements for radiological sabotage

(applied to power reactors and Category I fuel cycle facilities pursuant to § 73.55(a) and

§ 73.20(a) respectively), and theft or diversion of NRC-licensed Strategic Special Nuclear

Material (SSNM) (applied to Category I fuel cycle facilities pursuant to § 73.20(a)). The NRC

has developed draft Regulatory Guides (RGs) that provide guidance to licensees concerning

the DBT for radiological sabotage and theft and diversion. These draft RGs have limited
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distribution because they contain either safeguards or classified information. The specific

details related to the threat, which contain both safeguards information (SGI) and classified

information, are eonselidated contained in adversary characteristics documents (ACDs) that are

not publicly available. These documents include specific details of the attributes of the threat

consistent with the requirements imposed in the April 29, 2003, DBT orders. Additionally, a

Petition for Rulemaking (PRM -73-12), filed by the Committee to Bridge the Gap, was

considered as part of this proposed rulemaking; the NRC's disposition of this petition is

contained in this document.

DATE: Submit comments by [insert date 75 days after publication in the Federal Register.]

Comments received after this date will be considered if it is practical to do so, but the

Commission is able to ensure consideration only for comments received on or before this date.

ADDRESSES: You may submit comments by any one of the following methods. Please

include the following number RIN 3150-AH60 in the subject line of your comments. Comments

on rulemakings submitted in writing or in electronic form will be made available for public

inspection. Because your comments will not be edited to remove any identifying or contact

information, the NRC cautions you against including any information in your submission that

you do not want to be publicly disclosed.

Mail comments to: Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC

20555-0001, ATTN: Rulemakings and Adjudications Staff.

E-mail comments to: SECYanrc.Qov. If you do not receive a reply e-mail confirming that

we have received your comments, contact us directly at (301) 415-1966. You may also submit

comments via the NRC's rulemaking web site at http://ruleforum.llnl.gov. Address questions
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I. Background

The DBT requirements in 10 CFR 73.1(a) describe general adversary characteristics

that designated licensees must defend against with high assurance. These NRC

requirements include protection against radiological sabotage (generally applied to power

reactors and Category I fuel cycle facilities) and theft or diversion of NRC-licensed SSNM

(generally applied to Category I fuel cycle facilities). Radielegieal sabotage speifically

tppJie5 to Taielites taI use special nuclear material. I lwevver, currenit Ivategory |I Ieclities do

not typically possess or use nuclear/radioactive materials that would onstitute a radiological

sabotage threat. Theft or diversion applies to facilities that receive, acquire, possess, use, or

transfer formula quantities of CZNM. The DBTs are used by these licensees to form the

basis for site-specific defensive strategies implemented through security plans, safeguards

contingency plans, and guard training and qualification plans.

Following the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, the NRC conducted a thorough

review of security to ensure that nuclear power plants and other licensed facilities continued

to have effective security measures in place for the changing threat environment. In so doing,

the NRC recognized that some elements of the DBTs required enhancement due to the

escalation of the domestic threat level. After soliciting and receiving comments from Federal,

State, local agencies, and industry stakeholders, the NRC imposed by order supplemental

DBT requirements whieh that contained additional detailed adversary characteristics. TFhe

balanee between licensee responsibilities and the respansibilities of the local, State and

Federal Covernrnents was e;esidered during the develpment oaf the April 29, 2003, DOT

rder7. The Commission deliberated on the responsibilities of the local, State, and Federal

governments to protect the nation, and the responsibility of licensees to protect individual

nuclear facilities, before reaching consensus on a reasonable approach to security in the April
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29, 2003 DBT orders. After gaining experience under the orders over the past two years, the

Commission believes that attributes of the orders should be generically imposed.

The Commission's decision was based on the analysis of intelligence information

regarding the trends and capabilities of the potential adversaries and discussions with

Federal, law enforcement, and intelligence community agencies. These enhanced adversary

characteristics are reflective of the new threat environment and are described in the April 29,

2003, DBT orders. In general terms, DBTs are comprised of attributes selected from the

overall threat environment. The ACDs set forth the specific details of the attributes of the

DBTs. The DBT technical basis document contains a basis for the specific adversary

characteristics. These supplemental documents contain safeguards and classified

information, and therefore, are withheld from public disclosure and only distributed om a need-

to know basis to persons with authorized aecess that is distributed only to persons with

authorized access and on a need-to-know basis. The NRC's DBT is not based on worst-ease

scenarios but rather on actual demonstrated adversary characteristics demonetrated

worldwide and a determination as to those characteristics against which a private security

force could reasonably be expected to provide protection.

The April 29, 2003, DBT orders required nuclear power reactors and Category I fuel

cycle licensees to revise their physical security plans, security personnel training and

qualification plans, and safeguards contingency plans to defend against the supplemental

DBT requirements. The orders resutmed required in licensees to make security enhancements

such as increased patrols; augmented security forces and capabilities; additional security

posts; additional physical barriers; vehicle checks at greater standoff distances; better

coordination with law enforcement and military authorities; augmented security and

emergency response training, equipment, and communication; and more restrictive site
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access controls for personnel, including expanded, expedited, and more thorough worker

initial and follow-on screening of temporary and permanent workers. The NRC has reviewed

and approved the revised security plans that were developed and submitted by power reactor

and Category I fuel cycle facility licensees in response to the April 2003 orders. Currently, all

power reavtgr a-d Categery f-uel feeilities have received NRC approveal of Seurity pier"

consistent with the DBTa imposed by the April 2003 orders.
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II. Rulemaking Initiation

On July 19, 2004, the staff issued a memorandum entitled 'Status of Security-Related

Rulemaking" to inform the Commission of plans to close two longstanding security-related

actions and replace them with a comprehensive rulemaking plan to modify physical protection

requirements for power reactors. This memorandum described rulemaking efforts that were

preempted by the terrorist activities of September 11, 2001, and summarized the security-

related actions taken following the attack. In response to this memorandum, the Commission

directed the staff in an August 23, 2004, Staff Requirements Memorandum (SRM), to forego

the development of a rulemaking plan and provide a schedule for the completion of

10 CFR 73.1, 73.55, and Part 73 Appendix B rulemakings. The requested schedule was

provided to the Commission by memorandum dated November 16, 2004.

Ill. Proposed Regulations

The principal objectives of the proposed rule are to make generically applicable the

security requirements previously imposed by the Commission's April 29, 2003 DBT orders,

and to define in NRC regulations the level of security necessary to ensure adequate

protection of the public health and safety and common defense and security revision to the

§ 73.1(a) DOT rule as to ecemselidate the supplemental requorememts put im plane by the Aprlil

29, 2003, DBT orders th the existing DBTs requirements In § 73.1(a) in an expedited manner.

During the development of this rule the staff identified several potential changes to the

regulations that are not proposed at this time and which the staff does not consider necessary

a this time to assure safety or security.
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The Commission has considered and will consider many factors in developing the

proposed DBT and other security requirements. As directed by Congress under section 651

(a) of the recently enacted Energy Policy Act of 2005, the NRC is giving consideration to the

following 12 factors as part of this rulemaking to revise the design basis threats:

1. The events of September 11, 2001;

2. An assessment of physical, cyber, biochemical, and other terrorist threats;

3. The potential for attack on facilities by multiple coordinated teams of a large

number of individuals;

4. The potential for assistance in an attack from several persons employed at

the facility;

5. The potential for suicide attacks;

6. The potential for water-based and air-based threats;

7. The potential use of explosive devices of considerable size and other

modern weaponry;
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8. The potential for attacks by persons with a sophisticated knowledge of

facility operations;

9. The potential for fires, especially fires of long duration;

10. The potential for attacks on spent fuel shipments by multiple coordinated

teams of a large number of individual;

11. The adequacy of planning to protect the public health and safety at an

around nuclear facilities, as appropriate, in the event of a terrorist attack against

a nuclear facility; and

12. The potential for theft and diversion of nuclear material for such facilities.

A number of these factors are already reflected in the text of the proposed rule.

For example, the proposed rule would require protection against suicidal attackers, insiders,

and waterborne threats. Some of these factors are not included in the proposed rule. For

example, the Commission has carefully considered including an airborne attack in the

proposed DBT rule, but has not included a specific attribute of air-based threats, largely for

the reasons set forth in Section V below. The Commission invites and looks forward to public

comment on the proposed rule provisions, as well as whether or how the 12 factors should be

addressed in the DBT rule. The Commission will further consider and resolve any comments

received in the final rule.

11
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To achieve aligrment with requirements imposed by order, The proposed rule would

also revise certain exemptions for independent spent fuel storage installations (ISFSls). The

current DBT rule exempts ISFSls from the land vehicle transport and land vehicle bomb

threats contained in §§ 73.1(a)(1)(i)(E) and (a)(1)(iii), respectively. These exemptions should

no longer be retained because the Commission issued orders to ISFSls on October 16, 2002,

requiring ISFSls to protect against these threats. An exemption from the waterborne threat

would be added for IZF8ls so that the proposed rule would be consistent with security

requirements previously imposed by Commission orders. The Staff evaluated the need for to

apply iteludimg waterborne requirements to ISFSls in the October 16, 2002, ISF8I orders and

concluded that other means in the orders proposed rule were sufficiently protective thSa to

preclude the need for specific requirements for regarding waterborne threats were eot

reqtired. Consequently, an exemption from the waterborne threat has been added for

ISFSls in the proposed rule.

The proposed rule would also amend the exemption in the current § 73.1(a) for

licensees subject to the provisions of § 73.20. The current rule exempts these licensees from

the requirements to protect against vehicles transporting adversary personnel and equipment

and the land vehicle bomb. The Commission's DOT orders now, has determined, however,

require that due to the current threat environment certain licensees subject to § 73.20

(Category I fuel cycle facilities) need to protect against such threats, so the exemption must

be amended accordingly. The amended exemption would continue for other licensees

described in 10 CFR § 73.20 (e.g., fuel reprocessing plants licensed under Part 50) beestise
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the vemmissiom has not issued any ordens that would require the exemption to be

eelimiated.&-

The approach proposed in this rulemaking maintains a level of detail in the § 73.1(a)

rule language that is generally comparable to the current regulation, while updating the

general DBT attributes in a manner consistent with the insights gained form the application of

supplemental security requirements imposed by the April 29, 2003, DBT orders. The result is

a proposed rule with a level of detail that reflects all major features of the DBTs, yet avoids

compromising licensee security by not publishing the specific tactical and operational

capabilities of the DBT adversaries. The goal of this approach is to provide sufficient public

notice of the upgrades to the DBTs, including the new modes of attack that facilities must be

prepared to defend against, so that meaningful public input is possible regarding the

proposed rule's scope and content.

The NRC recognizes that some stakeholders may expect more detail than is set forth

in the current or proposed DBT regulations. However, the more detail that is made publicly

available about the specific capabilities of the DBT adversaries, the greater the chance that

potential adversaries could exploit that information more information that would be available

and that ceould be expleited by adversaries. If potential adversaries can readily identify the

speeifvi desigm bases for lieemsee seeurity systenna i1 a publiely available DD-T regulation,

them they couild determime the force size amd weapons types mecessary to overcomne these

security systems. Disclosing The disclosure of such details as the specific weapons, force

size, ammunition, vehicles, and bomb sizes that licensees must be prepared to defend

against could substantially assist an adversary in planning an attack.

'Elirmiatoni of the exemiption from the DBTs for fu .V1sm plants should be eonsidered f,11 the near future, it appears a lieemse appliestim for Bus a facilityw0a. be Reld. Fuel reproeaes mg plamtiwould possess types and quantities of material requiring robust seeurity. Elimination of the exemption isnot being pursued here because of the limited scope of this rulemak.
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On the other hand, it is important for the public to utderatamd be informed of the types

of attacks against which nuclear power plants and Category I fuel cycle facilities are required

to defend. The public has a vital stake in the security of these facilities, as well as the right to

meaningful comment when NRC proposes to amend its regulations. Understanding the

general scope of the proposed DBT rule is necessary if the public is to exercise its right to

meaningful comment and oversight of NRC regulations.

After carefully balancing these competing interests, the NRC arrived at the level of

detail regarding the attributes of the DBT presented in the proposed rule. More specific

details (e.g., specific weapons, ammunition, etc.,) are consolidated in ACDs, which contain

classified or safeguards information. The technical bases for the ACDs are derived largely

from intelligence information, and also contain classified and safeguards information that

cannot be publicly disclosed. These documents wilt must be withheld from public disclosure

and made available only on a need-to-know basis to those who otherwise qualify for access.

The ACDs may be updated from time to time as a result of the NRC's periodic threat

reviews, which NRC has been conducting since 1979. Those threat assessments are

performed in conjunction with the intelligence and law enforcement communities to identify

changes in the threat environment which may in turn require adjustment of NRC security

requirements. Future revisions to the ACDs would not require changes to the DBT

regulations in § 73.1, provided the changes remain within the scope of the rule text.

The NRC consulted with Federal, State, and local agencies, and with industry

stakeholders in developing the updated DBTs. This consultation involved analysis of

intelligence information regarding the trends and capabilities of potential adversaries, and

discussion with Federal, law enforcement, and intelligence community agencies. Public

comments and suggestions received in response to PRM-73-12, also informed the NRC's
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development of this proposed rule. The resolution of PRM-73-12, which is being granted in

part amd denied in part through this rulemaking, is more fully discussed in Section V of this

notice.

The Commission concludes that the proposed amendments to § 73.1 will continue to

ensure adequate protection of public health and safety and the common defense and security

by requiring the secure use and management of radioactive materials. The revised DBTs

represent the largest threats against which private sector facilities must be able to defend with

high assurance. The proposed amendments to § 73.1 would not expand the DBTs beyond

reflects requirements currently in place under existing NRC regulations and orders.

IV. Section by Section Analysis

The following table provides a comparison between the proposed rule text and the

current rule text. The ehanges are based on Commission order EA-03-066 All Power Reaetor

Licensees; Order Modifyig License 6Effeetite Immedfelyg dated April 29, 2003;

Comnmission order EA-03 037 In the Matder of Nb:ear Fiee Servies, /nc., Erwin, TN; Orde,

Medf*yX g ._ enX e (Ef:etive :mmediteA:y, dated April 29, 2003 In the Matte of BW

Teehnomogies, ML., Lyrmehburg, VA; EOrder Medifv g Lidense (Bffeeti'e Inmmdietel, dated

April 29, 203.-

| Old New Change
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none (2)(iv) A waterborne vehicle The
bomb assault, which may be proposed paragraph
coordinated with an external would add a new
assault. mode of attack not

previously part of
the DBT, that being
a waterborne
vehicle bomb
assault. This
coordinated attack
concept is another
upgrade to the
current regulation.

Additional guidance concerning the adversary characteristics is located in the

corresponding draft regulatory guides (radiological sabotage in DG-5017 and theft and

diversion in DG-5018). These draft RGs contain either safeguards or classified information

and are not publicly available. The DOT requirements in proposed § 73.1 and the adversary

characteristic documents are consistent with the April 29, 2003, DBT orders and as a result

would not impose any additional DOT requirements. As such, current licensees would not be

required to revise their security plans in response to the proposed § 73.1 requirements, nor

would any additional reporting requirements be imposed.

V. Petition for Rulemaking (PRM-73-12)

As discussed above in this notice, the NRC staff reviewed PRM-73-12 to determine

whether the regulations in Part 73 regarding the DBT should be amended in response to

requests in PRM-73-12 and public comments received on the petition. PRM-73-12 was filed

by the Committee to Bridge the Gap on July 23, 2004. The petition requests that the NRC

amend its regulations to revise the DBT regulations (in terms of the numbers, teams,

capabilities, planning, willingness to die and other characteristics of adversaries) to a level
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The table contains the NRC's responses to the issues raised by public comments, but

the responses to comments do not include a detailed comparison of the differences between

the current DBT requirements (as imposed by the April 29, 2003 orders) and the requests in

PRM-73-12. Such a comparison could reveal the limits of the proposed DBT rule, thereby

compromisinge security. The NRC's post-September 11, 2001, review of security

requirements encompassed all the issues raised by the petitioner, and a number of the

petitioner's requested changes to the DBT have been incorporated into the proposed DBT

amendments as discussed below.

The NRC is partially granting PRM-73-12 by conducting this proposed rulemaking to

revise the DBT requirements in § 73.1(a). Some of the requested changes in PRM-73-12 are

reflected in the proposed rule text. These changes include the proposed requirements in

§§ 73.1(a)(1)(i) and (a)(2)(i) that licensees be required to protect against one or more teams

of adversaries operating from multiple entry points. PRM-73-12 also requested that the DBT

regulation make clear that adversaries are willing to kill and be killed. This change is reflected

in proposed §§ 73.1 (a)(1)(i)(A) and (a)(2)(i)(A). The proposed rule would also require

licensees to protect against waterborne threats, a wider range of land vehicles, and

coordinated attacks. All of these features of the proposed rule grant requests made in PRM-

73-12.

The NRC intends to den defer action on the other requests in PRM-73-12, specifically

theose aspects of PRM 73-12 which deal with the defense of nuclear power plants against

aircraft, and to address those issues as part of the final action on this proposed rule. PRM

73 -12 requests that NRC regquire lieemsees to defend against air attack by emstruetilmg a

series of steel beams that would break apart an attacking plane before it could impact the

facility. The structure is referred to as "beamhenge."
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Federal and other governmental efforts to protect the nation from terrorist attacks by

air have increased substantially since September 11, 2001. Those efforts already include a

variety of measures such as enhanced airline passenger and baggage screening,

strengthened cockpit doors, and the federal Air Marshals program. Federal law enforcement

and intelligence agencies have increased efforts to identify potential aircraft-related threats

before they can be carried out. The Department of Defense and the Federal Aviation

Administration have acted to protect airspace above a nuclear power plant in response to a

threat at the time thought to be credible, but which was later determined to be non-credible.

These and other governmenta-wide efforts have improved protection against air attacks on

all industrial facilities, both nuclear and non-nuclear.

Following the September 11, 20017 attacks in New York, the Pentagon, and

Pennsylvania, the NRC conducted assessments of the potential for and consequences of

terrorists targeting a nuclear power plant for aircraft attack, the physical effects of such a

strike, and compounding factors such as meteorology that would affect the impact of potential

radioactive releases. As a result of these prelminary assessments Furthermore, the NRC

required nuclear power plant licensees to implement enhancements to mitigate potential

consequences in the unlikely event of an 3teeessful attack, including aircraft, on a nuclear

power plant. As part of a eomprehemsive review of security for NRC-lieensed feailities, thI

NRC conducted detailed site-specific engineering studies of a limited number of

representatve nuclear power plants to assess potential vulnerabilities of deliberate attacks

involving large commercial aircraft. In conducting these studies, the NRC drew on national

experts from several Department of Energy laboratories, using state of-the-art struetural amd

firv smalyses. For the facilties analyed, the vulnerability studies eorofirm that the likclik0Hv Of

a large, enmereial aircraft both darmaging the reactor eore ald releusimg radioactivity that
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could affect public health and safety is low. Even in the unlikely event of a radiological

release due to terrorist use of a large aircraft, there would be sufficient time to implement

mitigating actiIns and effaite emnergemey plams sueh that the NRO's emergeney plarnlng

basis remains valid. Furthermore, tThe NRC staff will continue to review intelligence and

threat reporting to recommend any appropriate modifications to the DBT or NRC

requirements to mitigate air attacks. Therefore, based on the review of the petition and the

_ _m iderttions meted above, the NRC* imtends to deny this parti. of PRM- 73 q2.

PRM-73-12 also requests that nuclear power plants be required to defend against

more than the number of attackers that carried out the September 11, 2001 attacks, and

identifies specific weapons that nuclear power plants should be able to defend against. The

Commission cannot comment publicly on the precise numbers of attackers or types of

weapons that nuclear power plants are required to defend against under the proposed DBTs

and ACDs for reasons stated earlier in this notice. However, the Commission has conducted

a thorough review of security to continue to ensure that nuclear power plants and other

licensed facilities have effective defensive capabilities and security measures in place given

the changing threat environment. An important part of this review was the consideration of a

terrorist attack similar to that which occurred on September 11, 2001. However, the DBT is

based upon review and analysis of actual demonstrated adversary characteristics

detnemstrated in a range of terrorist attacks, worldwide and a determination as to whieh-the

attacks against which a private security force could reasonably be expected to defend

"ShItst.

In summary, the NRC grants PRM-73-12 in part by conducting this proposed

rulemaking to revise the DBT requirements in § 73.1(a) to reflect certain specific requested

changes contained in PRM-73-12 in the proposed rule text, and is deferring action on other
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requests in PRM-73-12, specifically those aspects of PRM-73-12 which deal with air-based

attacks. The NRC imtemds to deny the remansder of the petition.

VI. Guidance

The NRC staff is preparing new regulatory guides, as listed below, to provide detailed

guidance on the revised DBT requirements in proposed § 73.1. These guides are intended to

assist current licensees in ensuring that their security plans meet the requirements in the

proposed rule, as well as future license applicants in the development of their security

programs and plans. The new guidance incorporates the insights gained from applying the

earlier consolidates other guidance that was used to develop, review, and approve the site

security plans that licensees put in place in response to the April 2003 orders. As such, this

regulatory guidance would not is expected to be consistent with revised security measures at

eause current licensees' to revise security measures at their facilities. The publication of the

regulatory guides is planned to coincide with the publication of the final rule. The guides are

described below.

1. Draft Regulatory Guide (DG-5017), "Guidance for the Implementation of the

Radiological Sabotage Design-Basis Threat (Safeguards)." This regulatory guide will provide

guidance to the industry on the radiological sabotage DBT. DG-5017 contains safeguards

information, and therefore, is being withheld from public disclosure and distributed on a need-

to-know basis to those wit who otherwise qualify for access.

2. Draft Regulatory Guide (DG-5018), "Guidance for the Implementation of the Theft

and Diversion Design-Basis Threat (Classified)." This regulatory guide will provide guidance

to the industry on the theft or diversion DBT. DG-5018 contains classified information and
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therefore, is withheld from public disclosure and distributed only on a need to know basis to

those who otherwise qualify for access.

VII. Criminal Penalties

For the purposes of Section 223 of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, the

Commission is issuing the proposed rule to revise § 73.1 under one or more sections of 161

of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (AEA). Criminal penalties, as they apply to regulations in

Part 73 are discussed in § 73.81.

VilI. Compatibility of Agreement State Regulations

Under the "Policy Statement on Adequacy and Compatibility of Agreement States

Programs," approved by the Commission on June 20, 1997, and published in the Federal

Register (62 FR 46517; September 3, 1997), this rule is classified as compatibility "NRC."

Compatibility is not required for Category "NRC" regulations. The NRC program elements in

this category are those that relate directly to areas of regulation reserved to the NRC by the

AEA or the provisions of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, and although an

Agreement State may not adopt program elements reserved to NRC, it may wish to inform its

licensees of certain requirements via a mechanism that is consistent with the particular

State's administrative procedure laws, but does not confer regulatory authority on the State.
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own these plants do not fall within the scope of the definition of "small entities" set forth in the
Regulatory Flexibility Act or the size standards established by the NRC (10 CFR 2.810).

XVI. Backfit analysis

The NRC has determined that the baekfit rule does not apply to this proposed rule. A
baekfit asalysis is mot required for this proposed rule beauise these earndmemts de not

impose more stringeni requiremnents on lcensees. trrent E3I1 I requireremS were ImpoSeO
by orders dated April 29, 2003, and implemented through the revised and NRC approved
tal- -Ito--- £n A far -n-I-4 iorpn TI-n nr-rq- flfAT ra-l-irnnmalt fr I6 7A 1 Arm th- nnr4 A

,%u tII l Y VICA II-l. I ~Wx~AI I IIvJI mu I I fIJ.WFi % ~ I I.1 l -I U1 I Wv. I Wl v k. IB -A IW aI

those imposed by the DBT orders. The NRC determined, pursuant to the exception in 10
CFR 50.109 (a)(4)(iii), that a backfit analysis is unnecessary for this proposed rule. Section
50.109 states in pertinent part that a backfit analysis is not required if the Commission finds
and declares that a 'regulatory action involves defining or redefining what level of protection
to the public health and safety or common defense and security should be regarded as
adequate." The proposed rule would increase the security requirements currently prescribed
in NRC regulations, and is necessary to protect nuclear facilities against potential terrorists.
When the Commission imposed security enhancements by order in April 2003, it did so in
response to an escalated domestic threat level. Since that time, the Commission has
continued to monitor intelligence reports regarding plausible threats from terrorists currently
facing the U.S. The Commission has also gained experience from implementing the order
requirements and reviewing revised licensee security plans. The Commission has
considered all of this information and finds that the security requirements previously imposed
by DBT orders, which applied only to existing licensees, should be made generically
applicable. The Commission further finds that the proposed rule would redefine the security

I
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requirements stated in existing NRC regulations, and is necessary to ensure that the public
health and safety and common defense and security are adequately protected in the current,
post-9/11 environment.

List of Subjects in 10 CFR Part 73

Criminal penalties, Export, Hazardous materials transportation, Import,
Nuclear materials, Nuclear power plants and reactors, Reporting and recordkeeping
requirements, Security measures.

For the reasons set out in the preamble and under the authority of the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended; the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended; and
5 U.S.C. 553, the NRC is proposing to adopt the following amendments to 10 CFR Part 73.
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Executive Summary

The design basis threat (DBT) requirements in 10 CFR 73.1(a) describe general adversarycharacteristics that designated licensees must defend against with high assurance. TheNuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requirements include protection against radiologicalsabotage (applied to power reactors and Category I fuel cycle facilities) and theft or diversion ofNRC-licensed strategic special nuclear material (SSNM) (applied to Category I fuel cyclefacilities). The DBTs are used by these licensees to form the basis for site-specific defensivestrategies.

The April 29, 2003, DBT orders required nuclear power reactors and Category I fuel cyclelicensees to revise their physical security plans, security personnel training and qualificationplans, and safeguards contingency plans to defend against the supplemental DBTrequirements. The orders resulted in licensee security enhancements such as increasedpatrols; augmented security forces and capabilities; additional security posts; additional physicalbarriers; vehicle checks at greater standoff distances; better coordination with law enforcementand military authorities; augmented security and emergency response training, equipment, andcommunication; and more restrictive site access controls for personnel, including expanded,expedited, and more thorough worker initial and follow-on screening. Currently, all powerreactor and Category I fuel facilities have received NRC approval of security plans consistentwith the DBTs imposed by the April 2003 orders.

This draft regulatory analysis considers two alternatives to the proposed rule changes to foreonsolidating the supplemental requirements put in plaee by the orders with the DBTrequirements in § 73.1(a). The proposed rulemaking also considers the petition for rulemaking(PRM) filed by the Committee to Bridge the Gap (PRM-73-12).

The first alternative is to take no additional regulatory action ("The No Action Alternative")beyond the DBT orders. Under this altemative, NRC would not revise the governing regulationsin § 73.1 pertaining to DBT, but would continue the status quo, which is implementation ofsupplemented DBT requirements imposed through the DBT orders.
The second alternative, which was selected, is to revise the § 73.1 DBT requirements throughrulemaking. Because the DBT involves the discussion of information that is either safeguardsinformation or classified, three rulemaking strategies were evaluated for the most appropriateapproach.

The strategy chosen is similar to the rulemaking practice the NRC used when the DBTrequirements were last revised. Compared to the other strategies, this rulemaking approachwould provide the public with the opportunity for meaningful comment and participation in theprocess. However, the public's participation and access to classified and safeguardsinformation is limited to those who have a need-to-know and who otherwise qualify for access.The NRC selected this rulemaking strategy after carefully considering the balance betweenopenness and the protection of sensitive and classified information, as well as the need forcomplying with the notice-and-comment requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act. Thedetails in the proposed rule would likely be assumed by potential adversaries but would notoffer information that would assist adversaries in planning or carrying out an attack. At thesame time, the proposed rule would include sufficient detail to enable comments from externalstakeholders on NRC regulatory activities. By placing this information in the rule, the NRCconcluded that the benefits gained by maintaining more openness in the NRC rulemakingprocess for § 73.1 exceeded the risks of releasing the information.
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1. Statement of Problem and NRC Objectives

(a) History and Background

The DBT requirements in 10 CFR 73.1(a) describe general adversary characteristics that
designated licensees must defend against with high assurance. The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) requirements include protection against radiological sabotage (generally
applied to power reactors and Category I fuel cycle facilities) and theft or diversion of NRC-
licensed SSNM (generally applied to Category I fuel cycle facilities). Radiological sabotage
specifically applies to facilities that use special nuclear material. However, current Category I
facilities do not typically possess or use nuclear/radioactive materials that would constitute a
radiological sabotage threat. Theft or diversion applies to facilities that receive, acquire,
possess, use, or transfer formula quantities of SSNM. The DBTs are used by these licensees
to form the basis for site-specific defensive strategies implemented through security plans,
safeguards contingency plans, and guard training and qualification plans.

Following the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, the NRC conducted a thorough review of
security to ensure that nuclear power plants and other licensed facilities continued to have
effective security measures in place for the changing threat environment. In so doing, the NRC
recognized that some elements of the DBTs required enhancement due to the escalation of the
domestic threat level. After soliciting and receiving comments from Federal, State, local
agencies, and industry stakeholders, the NRC imposed by order supplemental DBT
requirements which contained additional detailed adversary characteristics. The balance
between licensee responsibilities and the responsibilities of the local, State and Federal
Governments was considered during the development of the April 29, 2003, DBT orders.

The Commission's decision was based on the analysis of intelligence information regarding the
trends and capabilities of the potential adversaries and discussions with Federal, law
enforcement, and intelligence community agencies. These enhanced adversary characteristics
are reflective of the new threat environment and are described in the April 29, 2003, DBT
orders. In general terms, DBTs are comprised of attributes selected from the overall threat
environment. The ACDs set forth the specific details of the attributes of the DBTs. The DBT
technical basis document contains a basis for the specific adversary characteristics. These
supplemental documents contain safeguards and classified information, and therefore, are
withheld from public disclosure and only distributed on a need-to-know basis to persons with
authorized access. The NRC's DBT is iNA based on worst-case scenarios but rather on actual
adversary characteristics demonstrated worldwide and a determination as to those
characteristics against which a private security force could reasonably be expected to provide
protection.

The April 29, 2003, DBT orders required nuclear power reactors and Category I fuel cycle
licensees to revise their physical security plans, security personnel training and qualification
plans, and safeguards contingency plans to defend against the supplemental DBT
requirements. The orders resulted in licensee security enhancements such as increased
patrols; augmented security forces and capabilities; additional security posts; additional physical
barriers; vehicle checks at greater standoff distances; better coordination with law enforcement
and military authorities; augmented security and emergency response training, equipment, and
communication; and more restrictive site access controls for personnel, including expanded,
expedited, and more thorough worker initial and follow-on screening. Currently, all power
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reactor and Category I fuel facilities have received NRC approval of security plans consistent
with the DBTs imposed by the April 2003 orders.

(b) Objective of Proposed Rulemaking

The proposed rulemaking would consolidate the supplemental requirements put in place by the
orders and the existing DBT requirements in § 73.1(a). The proposed rulemaking would make
generically applicable the security requirements previously imposed on existing licensees by the
Commission's April 2003 DBT orders, and redefine in NRC regulations the level of security
necessary to ensure adequate protection of the public health and safety and common defense
and security. The proposed rule would describe the DBTs at a level of detail comparable to the
current rule. Specific details related to the threat, which include both safeguards information
and classified information, would be consolidated in adversary characteristics documents that
would include requirements consistent with those in the DBT orders. The adversary
characteristics documents would be available to those with a need to know and authorized
access. The proposed rulemaking would include the DBTs for both radiological sabotage
(applied to power reactors and Category 1 fuel cycle facilities) and theft and diversion (Category
1 fuel cycle facilities). The proposed rulemaking would also consider the petition for rulemaking
filed by the Committee to Bridge the Gap (PRM-73-12).

(c) Backfit Rule Concerns

This section should be replaced with revised discussion from FRN.

[This proposed regulatory action would not involve the imposition of any new requirements.
The approach selected for the proposed rule would not expand the DBTs beyond requirements
currently in place under existing NRC regulations and orders. Consequently, the proposed
§ 73.1(a) amendments would not require existing licensees to make additional changes to their
current NRC-approved security plans. As such, there would be no backfits involved with this
regulatory action.]

II. Analysis of Alternatives

There are basically two alternatives for addressing changes to the DBT requirements. Those
alternatives are to take no additional regulatory action beyond the DBT orders (No Action
Alternative) and rulemaking (of which there are three variations). These alternatives are
discussed below in more detail.

(a) No Action Alternative

This alternative is simply to take no additional regulatory action and, as a result, not revise the
governing regulations in § 73.1(a) pertaining to DBT. This approach would continue the status
quo, which is implementation of supplemented DBT requirements as imposed through the DBT
orders. While this action would save the agency resources that it would expend revising the
regulation, it would leave § 73.1 (a) as is, and these requirements do not reflect the
supplemented DBT requirements currently in place. As such, the regulations would not be up-
to-date; this situation could introduce inefficiencies into the regulatory process. This alternative
was not chosen since it is important to consolidate the DBT requirements and revise § 73.1(a)
accordingly.
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(b) Rulemaking Alternatives

The second alternative is to revise § 73.1(a) DBT requirements. There are several differentstrategies for revising the requirements in the regulations. The strategies are:

(1) A rulemaking would contain the DBT details (which are safeguards and classifiedinformation) but which would withhold this information from public disclosure. This wouldrequire a change to Part 2 to develop a new rulemaking process.

(2) A rulemaking that would remove all detail from the regulation and reference documents thatcontain the DBT details.

(3) A rulemaking that would revise § 73.1 (a) requirements to remove detail that might provideuseful information to potential adversaries and follow an approach similar to the currentregulation by not referencing a document containing DBT attributes, but keeping the level ofdetail in the rule language consistent with the current detail level in an effort to maximize theopportunity for meaningful stakeholder participation.

The first strategy would require a change in § 2.800 to develop the new rulemaking proceduresthat would account for the withholding of safeguards and classified information from the public.This approach envisions neither public notice of a rulemaking nor an opportunity for the publicto comment on the proposed DBT regulation. This proposed rule could contain detailed DBTrequirements (which are safeguards and classified information), but the DBT detail would bewithheld from the public. Developing new rulemaking procedures would likely involveconsiderable resources and there is the potential that this process would not comply with theAdministrative Procedure Act (APA). Given these challenges and the additional expenditure ofstaff resources to pursue this approach, this strategy was not chosen.

The second strategy would remove all DBT details from § 73.1 (a) and reference documentscontaining the DBT requirements. This option would limit availability of information that couldaid potential adversaries. However, removing all the DBT details to a document that would berestricted from public access (due to the safeguards and classified content), would createquestions regarding whether the approach provides the public with a meaningful opportunity tocomment. For this reason, this approach was not selected.

The third strategy would revise the § 73.1 (a) requirements to accurately reflect the new DBTrequirements except for information that could be useful to potential adversaries, whileremoving information that is outdated. This strategy would not reference a document within theregulations, and in this sense, this strategy is similar to current regulatory practice (i.e., § 73.1has been structured this way since its inception). This approach was used when the DBTrequirements were last revised to incorporate new vehicle bomb requirements with oneimportant exception. This approach would maintain a level of detail in the rule text that iscomparable to the current § 73.1 level of detail in an effort to maximize the opportunity forexternal stakeholders to participate in the rulemaking. Compared to the other rulemakingstrategies described above, this rulemaking strategy would provide the public with the greatestopportunity to comment and participate in the rulemaking process. However, the public'sparticipation and access to safeguards and classified information is restricted to members ofthe public who have a need to know and authorized access. This is the rulemaking strategythat is judged as being the best option that balances public participation with the need to protect
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(c) Conclusion Regarding Alternative Strategies

Based on the reasons discussed above, the NRC concludes that a rulemaking approach
described in the third strategy is the best approach.

Ill. Estimate and Evaluation of Values and Impacts

(a) Overview

This section should be revised consistent with the FRN.

[This rulemaking would revise the governing regulations pertaining to the DBTs to more closely
align the regulation with the actual requirements that were implemented by the April 29, 2003
DBT orders. This rulemaking would not impose any new requirements beyond those which
have already been imposed through orders. A Petition for Rulemaking (PRM-73-12) is being
considered as part of this rulemaking with the intention of determining whether DBT
requirements need to be strengthened as the petitioner requests. The NRC is granting PRM-
73-12 in part, and denying PRM in part (refer to Section V of the proposed rule notice). As a
result of the DBT orders, licensees revised their security plans and submitted them for staff
review and approval. The staff reviews were completed on October 29, 2004. Furthermore,
this rulemaking would not impose any new information collection requirements.

This rulemaking would have no impact on plant risk. This rulemaking would not change the risk
associated with security-related events from the current level because requirements that are
currently in place per the orders, remain in place. Because there would be no net change in
risk related to radiological sabotage or theft and diversion (the implemented orders have
already addressed this), there would be no net change in potential value (in terms of reduced
risk) due to this rulemaking.

There is value in pursuing this rulemaking, because revising § 73.1(a) requirements to more
accurately reflect the implemented DBT requirements (with the constraint that certain
information would not be revealed within § 73.1(a)), would further increase the regulatory
coherency by updating the DBT requirements in § 73.1(a).]

(b) Impacts on Licensees

Impacts upon the licensees from this proposed rulemaking would be minimal. Because the
adversary characteristics would remain consistent with those promulgated by orders, no
technical changes will be required. Licensees may need to update references in their security
plan documentation, which could be accomplished without NRC review and in conjunction with
future plan updates.

(c) Impacts to the NRC

a. The primary impact on the NRC would be the resources expended in conducting
this rulemaking, including the consolidation of security guidance related to the
DBT. This guidance was developed during the post September 11, 2001, time
frame, and was used by licensees to revise security plans per the new DBT.
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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT AND FINDING OF

NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is proposing to revise the

requirements in 10 CFR 73.1. Specifically, the proposed rule would revise the design basis

threat (DBT) requirements for both radiological sabotage, which are generally applied to power

reactors and Category I fuel cycle facilities, and theft or diversion of NRC-licensed Strategic

Special Nuclear Material (SSNM), which are generally applied to Category I fuel cycle facilities.

Radiological sabotage specifically applies to facilities that use special nuclear material.

However, current Category I facilities do not typically possess or use nuclear/radioactive

materials that would constitute a radiological sabotage threat. Theft or diversion applies to

facilities that receive, acquire, possess, use, or transfer formula quantities of SSNM. The DBTs

are used by these licensees to form the basis for site-specific defensive strategies implemented

through security plans, safeguards contingency plans, and guard training and qualification

plans. The rulemaking also considered a petition for rulemaking filed by the Committee to

Bridge the Gap on July 23, 2004, (PRM-73-12) that pertains to the DBT.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Identification of the Action:

The principal objective of the proposed revision to the § 73.1(a) DOBT rule is to

consolidate the supplemental requirements put in place by the April 29, 2003, DBT orders with

the existing DBTs requirements in § 73.1(a). The principal objective of the proposed rule is to

make generically applicable the security requirements previously imposed by the Commission's
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April 29, 2003 DBT orders, and to define in NRC regulations the level of security necessary to

ensure adequate protection of the public health and safety and common defense and security.

The approach proposed in this rulemaking would maintain a level of specificity in

§ 73.1(a) rule language that is comparable to the current regulation, while revising DBT

attributes to be consistent with the requirements imposed by the April 29, 2003, DBT orders.

The revised approach would keep certain specific additional details, which are both safeguards

and classified information, in separate, non-publicly-available adversary characteristics

documents.

A Petition for Rulemaking, PRM-73-12, filed by the Committee to Bridge the Gap, was

considered as part of this proposed rulemaking, would be dispositioned as described in the

notice of proposed rulemaking. The petition requests that the NRC amend its regulations to

upgrade the DBT regulations (in terms of numbers, teams, capabilities, planning, willingness to

die and other characteristics of adversaries) to a level that encompasses, with a sufficient

margin of safety, the terrorist capabilities demonstrated during the attacks of September 11,

2001. The petition also requests that security plans, systems, inspections, and force-on-force

exercises be revised in accordance with the amended DBT. Finally, the petition requests that a

provision be added to Part 73 to require licensees to construct shields against air attack

(referred to as "beamhenge"), so that nuclear power plants would be able to withstand an air

attack from a jumbo jet similar to the September 11, 2001 attacks. PRM-73-12 was published

for public comment in the Federal Register on November 8, 2004 (69 FR 64690). The public

comment period expired on January 24, 2005. There were 845 comments submitted on PRM-

73-12, of which 528 were from letters. Many of the comments were submitted after the

comment period expired, however the staff reviewed and considered all of the comments.

Comments were received from nine state attorney generals, approximately 20 public interest

groups, a U.S. Congressman from Massachusetts, and six industry groups and licensees. In
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Commissioner McGaffigan's Comments on SECY-05-0106
(Reinstated Vote Dated 10114105)

In order to facilitate prompt Commission action on this paper (for which there is a statutory
mandate in the Energy Policy Act of 2005), 1 hereby reinstate my June 30, 2005 vote (copy
attached) during my previous term on the Commission. I recognize that some adjustment to
the Statement of Considerations will be required in light of the Energy Policy Act, and will
address that in the staff requirements memorandum process. I am disappointed to learn that
the far more important 10 CFR 73.55 (and Appendices) proposed rule package has now been
delayed three months until late May 2006, although I recognize that that package is the best
vehicle for incorporating some of the Energy Policy Act changes. Potential combined
construction authorization and operating license (COL) applicants need to know the security
rules under which they will be filing their applications as soon as possible.
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Comments of Commissioner McGaffigan on SECY-05-0106

I approve the proposed rule and response to the Petition for Rulemaking subject to extensive
edits contained in the attached pages. While I have no problem with the substance of the
requirements being proposed to be added to the regulations through this rulemaking, there
needs to be a recognition within the package that the basis for the changes is not a simple
codification of the security orders issued following the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001.
We are currently engaged in litigation over whether those very orders amounted to improper
rulemaking and it should be recognized that this rulemaking is informed by our interactions with
licensees during implementation of the security orders, including staff's review of detailed
security plans submitted by licensees in response to those orders. I think it would be unrealistic
to say that our experiences over the last several years of implementation of the orders and
review of the security plan revisions did not factor into this rulemaking. Further, where it is not
necessary to refer to the orders to generally describe our rationale, we should not refer to the
orders such that we create frustration for the reader by continually referencing documents they
cannot review in all their detail. For the Federal Register Notice I have made changes that will
be consistent with the rulemaking being based on our experience with the orders rather than a
mere codification of the orders.

While I have not gone through and made similar changes to the other attachments (Executive
Summary, Finding of No Significant Impact, and letter to Petitioner on the PRM), similar
changes should be made to assure we are not creating the impression in any of our documents
that we are merely incorporating the security orders into our regulations without having used
our several years of experience in developing this proposal.

I would also note that this is the first of two (and perhaps more) proposed rules on power
reactor security. The next rule amending 10 CFR §§73.53; 73.56 and 73.57, and various Part
73 appendices, is due to the Commission in March 2006 (a very ambitious schedule). Both of
these rule amendments are critical to establishing a stable basis for future applicants for
advanced reactor combined operating licenses (COLs).
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

10 CFR Part 73

RIN 3150-AH60

Design Basis Threat

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ACTION: Proposed rule.

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is proposing to amend its regulations

that govern the requirements pertaining to design basis threat (DBT). The proposed

amendment would consolidate the existing DBT requirements in § 73.1 (a) with the supplemental

DBT requirements =th-pR bn t _

put in place by Commission orders issued on April 29, 2003 (68 FR 24517, 68 FR 26675, 68 FR

26676). The specific details related to the threat, which contain both safeguards information

(SGI) and classified information, are onso d o adversary characteristics

documents (ACDs) that are not publicly available. These documents include specific details of

the attributes of the threat consistent with the requirements imposed in the April 29, 2003, DBT

orders. The proposed rule would revise the DBT requirements for radiological sabotage

(applied to power reactors and Category I fuel cycle facilities pursuant to § 73.55(a) and

§ 73.20(a) respectively), and theft or diversion of NRC-licensed Strategic Special Nuclear

Material (SSNM) (applied to Category I fuel cycle facilities pursuant to § 73.20(a)). The NRC

has developed draft Regulatory Guides (RGs) that provide guidance concerning the DBT for

radiological sabotage and theft and diversion. These draft RGs have limited distribution

because they contain either safeguards or classified information. Additionally, a Petition for

Rulemaking (PRM -73-12), filed by the Committee to Bridge the Gap, was considered as part of

this proposed rulemaking; the NRC's disposition of this petition is contained in this document.
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I. Background

The DBT requirements in 10 CFR 73.1(a) describe general adversary characteristics that

designated licensees must defend against with high assurance. The NRC requirements include

protection against radiological sabotage (generally applied to power reactors and Category I fuel

cycle facilities) and theft or diversion of NRC-licensed SSNM (generally applied to Category I fuel

cycle facilities). Radiological sabotage specifically applies to facilities that use special nuclear

material. However, current Category I facilities do not typically possess or use nuclear/radioactive

materials that would constitute a radiological sabotage threat. Theft or diversion applies to facilities

that receive, acquire, possess, use, or transfer formula quantities of SSNM. The DBTs are used by

these licensees to form the basis for site-specific defensive strategies implemented through security

plans, safeguards contingency plans, and guard training and qualification plans.

Following the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, the NRC conducted a thorough

review of security to ensure that nuclear power plants and other licensed facilities continued to have

effective security measures in place for the changing threat environment. In so doing, the NRC

recognized that some elements of the DBTs required jeUryenhancement due to the escalation of

the domestic threat level. After soliciting and receiving comments from Federal, State, local

agencies, and industry stakeholders, the NRC imposed by order supplemental DBT requirements

which contained additional detailed adversary characteristics. The balance between licensee

responsibilities and the responsibilities of the local, State and Federal Governments was considered

during the development of the April 29, 2003, DBT ordese r MJ

The Commission's decision was based on the analysis of intelligence information regarding the

trends and capabilities of the potential adversaries and discussions with Federal, law enforcement, and

intelligence community agencies. These enhanced adversary
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characteristics are reflective of the new threat environment and are described in the April

29, 2003, DBT- orders. In general terms, DBTs are comprised of attributes selected from the

overall threat environment. The ACDs set forth the specific details of the attributes of the DBTs.

The DBT technical basis document contains a basis for the specific adversary characteristics.

These supplemental documents contain safeguards and classified information, and therefore, are

withheld from public disclosure and only distributed on a need-to-know basis to persons with

authorized access. The NRC's DBT is not based on worst-case scenarios but rather on actual

adversary characteristics demonstrated worldwide and a determination as to those characteristics

against which a private security force could reasonably be expected to provide protection.

The April 29, 2003, DBT orders required nuclear power reactors and Category I fuel cycle

licensees to revise their physical security plans, security personnel training and qualification plans,

and safeguards contingency plans to defend against the supplemental DBT requirements. The

orders resulted in licensee security enhancements such as increased patrols; augmented security

forces and capabilities; additional security posts; additional physical barriers; vehicle checks at

greater standoff distances; better coordination with law enforcement and military authorities;

augmented security and emergency response training, equipment, and communication; and more

restrictive site access controls for personnel, including expanded, expedited, and more thorough

worker initial and follow-on screening. .

11ffene, all power reactor and Category I fuel facilities dhae

received NRC approval of security plans-consistent with the DBTs imposed by the April 2003

orders.
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II. Rulemaking Initiation

On July 19, 2004, the staff issued a memorandum entitled "Status of Security-Related

Rulemaking" to inform the Commission of plans to close two longstanding security-related

actions and replace them with a comprehensive rulemaking plan to modify physical protection

requirements for power reactors. This memorandum described rulemaking efforts that were

preempted by the terrorist activities of September 11, 2001, and summarized the security-

related actions taken following the attack. In response to this memorandum, the Commission

directed the staff in an August 23, 2004, Staff Requirements Memorandum (SRM), to forego the

development of a rulemaking plan and provide a schedule for the completion of 10 CFR 73.1,

73.55, and Part 73 Appendix B rulemakings. The requested schedule was provided to the

Commission by memorandum dated November 16, 2004.

Ill. Proposed Regulations

The principal objective of the proposed revision to the § 73.1 (a) DBT rule is to

consolidate the y mertal roguirentput in pfaee by the April 29, 2003, DBT

orders, EECHVr

with the existing DBTs requirements in § 73.1 (a) in an expedited manner. During the

development of this rule the staff identified several potential c1anges to the regulations th-a-re

not proposed at this time and which the staff does not consider necessary t this time to assure

safety or security.

To achieve alignment with requirements imposed by order, the Reproposed rule would

revise certain exemptions for independent spent fuel storage installations (ISFSls). The current

DBT rule exempts ISFSls from the land vehicle transport and land vehicle bomb threats

contained in §§ 73.1(a)(1)(i)(E) and (a)(1)(iii), respectively. These exemptions should no longer

be retained because the Commission issued orders to ISFSls on October 16, 2002, requiring
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ISFSIs to protect against these threats. An exemption from the waterborne threat would be

added for ISFSs 3s that the proposed rule would be consistent with security requirements

pFeviously imposed by Commission orders. The Staff evaluated the need for including

waterborne requirements in the October 16, 2002, ISFSI orders and concluded that other

means in the orders were sufficiently protective that specific requirements for waterborne were

not required.

The proposed rule would also amend the exemption in the current § 73.1(a) for

licensees subject to the provisions of § 73.20. The current rule exempts these licensees from

the requirements to protect against vehicles transporting adversary personnel and equipment

and the land vehicle bomb. The Commission's Lea FRfiDOdr , however,

requtfe MhbL certain licensees subject to § 73.20 (Category I fuel cycle facilities) et

protect against such threats, so the exemption must be amended accordingly. The amended

exemption would continue for other licensees described in 10 CFR § 73.20 (e.g., fuel

reprocessing plants licensed under Part 50) because the Commission has not issued any

orders-that would require the exemption to be elimited.'

The approach proposed in this rulemaking maintains a level of detail in the § 73.1 (a)

rule language that is generally comparable to the current regulation, while updating the

general DBT attributes in a manner consistent with the Opi- ,

supplemental requirements imposed by the April 29, 2003, DBT orders. The result is a

proposed rule with a level of detail that reflects all major features of the DBTs, yet avoids

compromising licensee security by not publishing the specific tactical and operational

capabilities of the DBT adversaries. The goal of this approach is to provide sufficient public

'Elimination of the exemption from the DBTs for fuel reprocessing plants should be considered if,
in the near future, it appears a license application for such a facility will be filed. Fuel reprocessing plants
would possess types and quantities of material requiring robust security. Elimination of the exemption is
not being pursued here because of the limited scope of this rulemaking.

8
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cannot be publicly disclosed. These documents will be withheld from public disclosure and

made available on a need-to-know basis to those who otherwise qualify for access.

The ACDs may be updated from time to time as a result of the NRC's periodic threat

reviews, which NRC has been conducting since 1979. Those threat assessments are

performed in conjunction with the intelligence and law enforcement communities to identify

changes in the threat environment which may in turn require adjustment of NRC security

requirements. Future revisions to the ACDs would not require changes to the DBT regulations

in § 73.1, provided the changes remain within the scope of the rule text.

The NRC consulted with Federal, State, and local agencies, and with industry

stakeholders in developing the updated DBTs. This consultation involved analysis of

intelligence information regarding the trends and capabilities of potential adversaries, and

discussion with Federal, law enforcement, and intelligence community agencies. Public

comments and suggestions received in response to PRM-73-12, also informed the NRC's

development of this proposed rule. The resolution of PRM-73-12, which is being granted in

part and denied in part, is more fully discussed in Section V of this notice.

The Commission concludes that the proposed amendments to § 73.1 ensure adequate

protection of public health and safety and the common defense and security by requiring the

secure use and management of radioactive materials. The DBTs represent the largest threats

against which private sector facilities must be able to defend with high assurance. The

proposed amendments to § 73.1 would not expand the DBTs beyond requirements currently

in place under existing NRC regulations and orders.

IV. Section by Section Analysis

The following table provides a comparison between the proposed rule text and the

current rule text. The changes are based on Commission order [A 03 083 Al! Power Reactor

10
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I Old I New Change

(a) Purpose. This
part prescribes requirements
for the establishment and
maintenance of a physical
protection system which will
have capabilities for the
protection of special nuclear
material at fixed sites and in
transit and of plants in which
special nuclear material is
used. The following design
basis threats, where
referenced in ensuing
sections of this part, shall be
used to design safeguards
systems to protect against
acts of radiological sabotage
and to prevent the theft of
special nuclear material.
Licensees subject to the
provisions of § 72.182,
§ 72.212, § 73.20, § 73.50,
and § 73.60 are exempt from
§ 73.1(a)(1)(i)(E) and
§ 73.1 (a)(1)(iii).

(a) Purpose. This part
prescribes requirements for the
establishment and maintenance of
a physical protection system which
will have capabilities for the
protection of special nuclear
material at fixed sites and in transit
and of plants in which special
nuclear material is used. The
following design basis threats,
where referenced in ensuing
sections of this part, shall be used
to design safeguards systems to
protect against acts of radiological
sabotage and to prevent the theft
or diversion of special nuclear
material. Licensees subject to the
provisions of § 73.20 (except for
fuel cycle licensees authorized
under part 70 of this chapter to
receive, acquire, possess, transfer,
use, or deliver for transportation
formula quantities of strategic
special nuclear material ), § 73.50,
and § 73.60 are exempt from
§ 73.1 (a)(1)(i)(E), § 73.1 (a)(1)(iii),
§ 73.1(a)(1)(iv), § 73.1(a)(2)(iii) and
§ 73.1(a)(2)(iv). Licensees subject
to the provisions of § 72.212, are
exempt from § 73.1 (a)(1)(iv).

The
proposed
paragraph is
modified to clarify
that the DBTs are
designed to protect
against diversion in
addition to theft of
special nuclear
material.

The
proposed
exemptions would
be updated based
on the order
requirements and
conforming changes
to other paragraphs
of this part.
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unlikely event of a successful attack on a nuclear power plant. As part of a comprehensive

review of security for NRC-licensed facilities, the NRC conducted detailed site-specific

engineering studies of a limited number of nuclear power plants to assess potential

vulnerabilities of deliberate attacks involving large commercial aircraft. In conducting these

studies, the NRC drew on national experts from several Department of Energy laboratories

using state-of-the-art structural and fire analyses. For the facilities analyzed, the vulnerability

studies confirm that the likelihood of 5Iajr;.a both damaging the reactor core and releasing

radioactivity that could affect public health and safety is low. Even in the unlikely event of a

radiological release due to terrorist use of a large aircraft, there would be sufficient time to

implement mitigating actions and offsite emergency plans such that the NRC's emergency

planning basis remains valid. Furthermore, the NRC staff will continue to review intelligence

and threat reporting to recommend any appropriate modifications to the DBT or NRC

requirements to mitigate air attacks. Therefore, based on the review of the petition and the

considerations noted above, the NRC intends to deny this portion of PRM-73-12.

PRM-73-12 also requests that nuclear power plants be required to defend against

more than the number of attackers that carried out the September 11, 2001 attacks, and

identifies specific weapons that nuclear power plants should be able to defend against. The

Commission cannot comment publicly on the precise numbers of attackers or types of

weapons that nuclear power plants are required to defend against under the proposed DBTs

and ACDs for reasons stated earlier in this notice. However, the Commission has conducted

a thorough review of security to continue to ensure that nuclear power plants and other

licensed facilities have effective security measures in place given the changing threat

environment. An important part of this review was the consideration of a terrorist attack

similar to that which occurred on September 11, 2001. However, the DBT is based upon

21
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review and analysis of actual adversary characteristics demonstrated in a range of terrorist

attacks worldwide and a determination as to which attacks a private security force could

reasonably be expected to defend against.

In summary, the NRC grants PRM-73-12 in part by conducting this proposed

rulemaking to revise the DBT requirements in § 73.1(a) to reflect certain specific requested

changes contained in PRM-73-12 in the proposed rule text. The NRC intends to deny the

remainder of the petition.

VI. Guidance

The NRC staff is preparing new regulatory guides, as listed below, to provide detailed

guidance on the revised DBT requirements in proposed § 73.1. These guides are intended to

assist future license applicants in the development of their security programs and plans. The

guidance eoens lte Jjr jo ________ ___ SUother guidance that was

used to develop, review, and approve the site security plans that licensees put in place in

response to the April 2003 orders. As such, __ W d tthis regulatory guidance

would not cause current licensees to revise security measures at their facilities; The

publication of the regulatory guides is planned to coincide with the publication of the final rule.

The guides are described below.

1. Draft Regulatory Guide (DG-5017) , "Guidance for the Implementation of the

Radiological Sabotage Design-Basis Threat (Safeguards)." This regulatory guide will provide

guidance to the industry on the radiological sabotage DBT. DG-5017 contains safeguards

information and therefore, is being withheld from public disclosure and distributed on a need-

to-know basis to those with who otherwise qualify for access.
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Commissioner Merrifield's Comments on SECY-05-0106

I approve issuing SECY-05-0106, "Proposed Rulemaking to Revise 10 CFR 73.1, Design Basis
Threat (DBT) Requirements," subject to the attached comments. I want to commend the staff
for its efforts to develop a proposed rule that allows meaningful public comment on the
proposed DBT attributes, while protecting safeguards and classified information from being
compromised.

I believe it is imperative that the public be allowed to provide comment on the changes to the
design basis threat requirements for nuclear facilities, an opportunity they understandably could
not be given during the development of the security orders because of the NRC's need to act
quickly and the sensitive nature of the detailed information conveyed in the orders. It is also
just as important for the staff to evaluate the comments from all stakeholders, to ensure that the
requirements to be codified in the final rule will provide adequate protection of the public health
and safety and the common defense and security.
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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT AND FINDING OF

NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is proposing to revise the

requirements in 10 CFR 73.1. Specifically, the proposed rule would revise the design basis

threat (DBT) requirements for both radiological sabotage, which are generally applied to power

reactors and Category I fuel cycle facilities, and theft or diversion of NRC-licensed Strategic

Special Nuclear Material (SSNM), which are generally applied to Category I fuel cycle facilities.

Radiological sabotage specifically applies to facilities that use special nuclear material.

However, current Category I facilities do not typically possess or use nuclear/radioactive

materials that would constitute a radiological sabotage threat. Theft or diversion applies to

facilities that receive, acquire, possess, use, or transfer formula quantities of SSNM. The DBTs

are used by these licensees to form the basis for site-specific defensive strategies Implemented

through security plans, safeguards contingency plans, and guard training and qualification.

plans. The rulemaking also considered a petition for rulemaking filed by the Committee to

Bridge the Gap on July 23, 2004, (PRM-73-12) that pertains to the DBT.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT ,

Identification of the Action:

The principal objective of the proposed revision to the § 73.1 (a) DBT rule is to) , : ........... ..;;:.......... .;.: .................X

consolidate the suppl6mental'requirements put in place by the April 29, 2003, DBT orders with

the existing DBTs requirements in § 73.1(a).



. I

I.!Statement of Problem and NRC Objectives

(a) History and Background

The DBT requirements in 10 CFR 73.1(a) describe general adversary characteristics thatdesjigiated licensees must defend against with high assurance. The Nuclear Regulatory'Commission (NRC) requirements include protection against radiological sabotagd (generallyappliedto powerireactors and. Category I fuel-cycle facilities) and theft or diversion of NRC-licersd-SSN (gene.rally applied to Category. I fuel cycle facilities)' Radiological sabotagespecifically applies to facilities that use special'nuclear. material. However, current Category IfacilitiesC.do.not typically possess or use nuclear/radioactive materials that would constitute aradiological sabotage threat.. Theft or diversion applies to facilities that receive', acq*.ire,'possess, use,'or transfer formula quantities of SSNM. The DBTs'are used'by these licenseesto form the basis for site-specific defensive strategies implemented through security plans;
safeguards contingency plans, and guard training and' qualification plans.

Following the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, the NRC conducted a th6rough review ofsecurity to ensure that nuclear power plants and other licensed facilities continued to haveeffective security measures'in place forthe.chainglng threat environment,' In so doing, the'NRCrecognized that some elements of the DBTs required enhancement due to the'esbalation of the.domestic.threat level. After soliciting and receiving comments from Federal, State, local'agencies,and industrystakeholdersatheNRC imposed byorder supplemental DBTrequirements which-contained additional detailed adversary characteristics; -The' balanicebetween licensee responsibilities and the responsibilities of the local, State and FederalGovernments was considered during the development of the April 29, 2003, DBT orders.

The Commission's decision was based on the analysis of intelligence information regarding thetrends and capabilities of the potential adversaries and discussions w ith Federal, law'enforcement, and intelligence community agencies. -These enhanced adve iry'chcharacteristicsare reflective of the new threat environment and are described in the April 29,2003, DBTorders. In general terms, DBTs are comprised of attributes selected from the overall threatenvironment. The ACDs set forth the specific details of the attributes of the DBTs. The DBTtechnical basis document contains a basis for the specific adversary characteristics.* These.supplemental documents contain safeguards and classified information, and therefore, arewitthheld frompublic disclosure and only.distributd on a need-to-know basis to peroswnstwithauthorized access.. The NRC's DBT is_6 based ' Mt l on actualadversary characteristics demonstrated woridwide and a determmination as to thosecharacteristics against which a private security force could reasonably be expected to provide
p r o t e c t i o n . - '

The April 29, 2003, DBT orders required nuclear power reactors and Category I fuel cyclelicensees to revise their physical security plans, security personnel training and qualification
plans, and safeguards contingency plans to defend against the supplemental DBT 'requirements. The orders resulted in licensee security enhancements such as increasedpatrols; augmented security forces and capabilities; additional security posts; additional physicalbarriers; vehicle checks at greater standoff distances; better coordination with law enforcementand military authorities; augmented security and emergency resposse training, equipmenti andcommunication; and more restrictive site access controls for personnel, ricluding expaaddd,expedited, and more thorough worker initial and follow-on screening. Currently, all power
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reactor and Category I fuel facilities have received NRC approval of security plans consistent
with the DBTs imposed by the April 2003 orders.

P.

(b) Objective of Proposed Rulemaking f Jove

The propo sd.rulermaking would .
__g nd__t _ ) 4(a). The proposed rule would describe the

DBTh at aWevjlofidetall comparable to.the current rule. Specific details related to the threat,
whiqhincludbo6tlh safeguards informationand classified informiation, would be consolidated in
adversary characteristics documents that Would include requirements consistent withthocse in V
the DBT orders. 3.Thmeadversary characteristics documents would be available to those with
authorized access.. The proposed rulemaking would include the DBTs for both radiological
sabotage (applied to power. reactors and Category 1 fuel cycle facilities) and theft and diversion
(Category I fuel cycle.facilities). sThe proposed rulemaking would also consider-the petitionrfor
rulemaking filed by the Committee to.Bridge the Gap (PRM-73-12).

(c) Backfit.Rule Concerns .

(This proppsed regulatory action would not involve the imposition of any new requirements. The
<.,}tI approach selected, for the.proposed rule would. not expand the DBTs beyond requirements

991 currently in place under existing NRC regulations and.orders. Consequentiy, the proposed
§ 73.1(a) amendments would not require existing licensees to make additional changes to their
current NIR.C-approved security plans. As such, there would be no backfits Involved with this
regulatory action.

11. Analysis of Alternatives
,. . , . -.;; . - ,

There are basically two alternatives for addressing changes to the DBT requirements. Those
alternatives are-to take. no additional regulatory action beyond the DBT orders (No Action
Altemativ~e).and rulemaking (of which there.are three variations). These alteiratives are
discussed, below jn more detail. ... :

(a) No Action Alternative.

This alternative is simply. to take no additional regulatory action and, as a result, not revise the
governing regulations in § 73.1(a) pertaining to DBT. This approach would continue the status'
quo, which is implementation of supplemented DBT requirements as Imposed through the DBT
orders. While this action would save.the agency resources that it would expend revising the
regulation, it would leave § 73.1 (a) as is, and these requirements do not reflect'the
supplemented DBT requirements currently in place. As such, the regulations would not be up-
to-date;.this:situation could introduce Inefficiencies into the regulatory process. This'altemative
was not chosen since it is important to consolidate the DBT requirements and revise § 73.1(a)
accordingly.

(b) Rulemaking Altematives. ...

The second alternative is to revise § 73.1(a) DBT requirements. There are several different
strategies for revising the requirements in the regulations. The strategies are:
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Executive Summary

The design basis threat (DBT) requirements In 10 CFR 73.1 (a) describe general adversary
characteristics that designated licensees must defend against with high assurance. The
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requirements Include protection against radiological
sabotage (applied to power reactors and Category I fuel cycle facilities) and theft or diversion of
NRC-licensed strategic special nuclear material (SSNM) (applied to Category I fuel cycle
facilities).. The DBTs are used by these licensees to fomn, the basis for site-specific defensive

' strategies..

.The April 29, 2003, DBT orders required nuclear power reactors and Category I fuel cycle
licensees to revise their physical security plans, security personnel training and qualification
plans, and safeguards contingency plans to defend against the supplemental DBT
requirements. The orders resulted In licensee security enhancements such as increased
patrols; augmented security forces and capabilities; additional security posts, additional physical
barriers; vehicle checks at greater standoff distances; better coordination with law'efiforcement
and military authorities; augmented security and emergency response training, equipment, and
communication; and more restrictive site access controls for pbersonnel, lncliding expanded,
expedited, and more thorough worker initial and follow-on screening, Currentiy, all'podwer
reactor and .Category I fuel facilities have received NRC approval of security plans'co'nsistent
with the DBTs Imposed by the April 2003 orders.

This draft regulatory analysis considers two alternatives _h -op

regu:.. 1 .ee1 WI i. ViLt de h withe DBT requirements In § 73.1(a). The proposed
*rulemaking also considers the petition for rulemaking (PRM) filed by the Committee to Bridge
the Gap (PRM-73-12).

S . . .

' The first alternative Is to take no additional regulatory action ("The No Action Alternative")
beyond the DBT orders. Under this alternative, NRC would not revise the governing regulations
in § 73.1 pertaining to DBT, but would continue the status quo, which Is implementation of
supplemented DBT requirements Imposed through the DBT orders.

The second alternative, which was selected, Is to revise the § 73.1 DBT requirements through
rulemaking. Because the DBT Involves the discussion of Information that Is either safeguards
information or classified, three rulemaking strategies were evaluated for the most appropriate
approach.

The strategy chosen is similar to the rulemaking practice the NRC used when the DBT
requirements were last revised. Compared to the other strategies, this rulemaking approach
would provide the public with the opportunity for meaningful comment and participation in the
process. However, the public's participation and access to classified and safeguards
Information is limited to those who have a need-to-know and who otherwise qualify for access.
The NRC selected this rulemaking strategy after carefully considering the balance between
openness and the protection of sensitive Information, as well as the need for complying with the
notice-and-comment requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act. The details In the
proposed rule would likely be assumed by potential adversaries but would not offer Information
that would assist adversaries in planning or carrying out an attack. At the same time, the
proposed rule would include sufficient detail to enable comments from external stakeholders on
NRC regulatory activities. By placing this Information In the rule, the NRC concluded that the
benefits gained by maintaining more openness In the NRC rulemaking process for § 73.1
exceeded the risks of releasing the information.

e
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(c) Conclusion Regarding Altemative Strategies

Based on the reasons discussed above, the NRC concludes that a rulemaking approach
*described In the third.strategy is the best approach.

Ill. Estimate and Evaluation of Values and Impacts

Thi A ... *. . .: fi.:...i-: *.,:..... .

Is rulemaking would .revise the govemring regulations pertaining to the DBTs tonmdre closely
align the regulat-on with the actual requirements that were implemented by the April.29,2003
DBT orders. This rulemaking would not Impose any new requirements beyond those which
have already been imposed through orders- .APetition .for Rulemaking. (PRM-73-12) is b6ing
co9sidered p 'part of this rulemaking with the.intrention of determining Whether DBT
requirements bneed. to. Oe str~engthened as .the pebtioner requests; The NRC is granting PRM-.
73-2 in p~artanOdenying PRM in.part. (refer to Section V of thd proposed rule notice). As a
resultof ,the PBT orders, Iicensees revised their:security plans and submitted themfor staff

n< review and approval. The! staff. revlewswere completed on October 29, 2004. Furthermore,
' this rulemaking would not impose any new information collection requirements. - -

This rulemaking would have no.impact on plant risk.. This rulemaking would nbt change the risk
w associated with security-related events from the current level because requirements that are

currently ip plac9 per the orders, remain in' place., Because there would be no net change In;
/ris related toradiological sabotage or theft.and diversion (the implemented orders have -
a ready-addressed this), there would be no net change.in potential value (in terms of reduced
risk) due to, thisjrulemaking... .-:- ..

-. : : ,. . . :. ... . ;. :. , : ; . . .. ' . . - . ;

There Is value in-pursuing this rulemaking, because revising §73.1 (a). requirements to more
accurately reflect the implemented DBT requirements (with the constraint that certain
information w~od o~tbe revealed~within.§ .73.1(a)),..would.-further.Increase the regulatory
coherency py ,updati~ngthe DBT requirements in § 73.1(a). . . . . -

(b).lnmpactson JIcJ.jsees. . . . .. . .. . ;. A ,

Impacts uponthe .icens~eesfrom this proposed rulemaking would.be.minimal: Because the
adversary characteristics would. remain consistent with those promulgated by orders, no
technical changes will be required. Licensees may.need to update references In their security
plan documentation,-which could be accomplished without NRC review and in conjunction with
future.plan updates ... . . . . , .. .. . . - .

(c) Impacts to the NRC . ^ :. . .. . -. -. .. .

.~~* . . * .; -. & ,..

a. -The primary impact on the NRC would be .the resources expended In conducting
th~isrulemaking; Including the consolidation' f security guidance.related to the
DBT. This guidance was de.veloped during the post September 1.1 ,.2001, time.
frame, and was used by licensees to revise security plans per-the new DBT.
This effort Is therefore, to consolidate the DBT guidance into stand-alone
documents, not to revise or create the guidance.
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

10 CFR Part 73

RIN 3150-AH60

Design Basis Threat

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ACTION: Proposed rule.

SUMMAR3Y: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is proposing to amend its regulations

that govern the requirements pertaining to design basis threat (DBT). Repoe

t It i'U RtX th2 oxting D qire seci ne- O relt i- V.d1d to Vath th:t h

'adversary ch aracteristics documents (ACDs) that are not publicly available. These documents

inclu~de spcific details of the attributes of the threat consistent with the requirementsimposed

in the Aprif 29,'2003, DBT orders.Te proposed rule would revise the DBT requirements for

radiological sabotage-(applied to power reactors and Category I fuel cycle facilities pursuant to
... . . :: : . -. :. .. .. . .

§ 73.55(a) and § 73.20(a) respectively), and theft or diversion of NRC-licensed Strategic

Special Nuclear Material (SSNM) (applied to Category I fuel cycle facilities pursuant to

§ 73:20(a)). The NRC has developed draft Regulatory Guides (RGs) that provide guidance 4v ( s,

concerning the DBT for radiological sab~otage and theft and diversion. These draft RGs have

limited distribution because they contain bither safeguards or classified Information.

Additionally, a Petition for Rulemaking (PRM -73-12), filed by the Committee to Bridge the Gap,

was considered as part of this proposed rulemaking; the NRC's disposition of this petition is

contained in this document.



I. Background

The DBT requirements in 10 CFR 73.1(a) describe general adversary characteristics

that designated licensees must defend against with high assurance. The NRC requirements

include prot6ction against radiological sabotage (generally applied to power reactors and

Category I fuel cycle' facilities) and theft or diversiori of NRC-licensed SSNM (generally

applied to Category I fuel cycle facilities). Radiological sabotage specifically applies to

facilities that use special nuclear mnatdrial. However, current Category I facilities do not

typically possess or use nuclear/radioactive materials that would constitute a radiological

sabotage threat. Theft ordiversion applies to facilities that receive, acquire, possess, use, or

transfer formula quantities of SSNM. The DBTs are used by these licensees to form the*'

basis for site-specific defensive strategies Implemented through security plans, safeguards

contingency plans, and guard training and qualification plans.

Following the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, the NRC conducted a thorough

review of security to'ersure that nuclear power plants and other licensed facilities continued

to have effe'ctive security measures' in place for the changing threat environment. In so doing,

the NRC recognized that some element's of the DBTs required eenhancement due to-the

escalation of the domestic threat Ievel;. After soliciting and receiving comments from Federal,

State, local agencies, arid industry stakeholders, the NRC imposed ba order suppiMrhental

DBT requirements Wcontained additional detailed adversary characteristics. hebian~e
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The Commission's decision was based on the analysis of intelligence information B

regarding the trends and capabilities of the potential adversaries and discussions with

Federal, law enforcement, and intelligence community agencies. These enhanced adversary
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characteristics are reflective of the new threat environmermnd orc dczsrbe in the Ajv 29,

2002,D-DT ~ In general terms, DBTs are comprised of attributes selected from the

overall threat environment. The ACDs.set.forth the specific details of the attributes of the

DBTs. The DBT technical basis document contains a basis for the specific adversary

characteristics. These supplemental documents contain safeguards and classified.
4 iC.ias. **AS1M .

ih frz iiog di_ r d _ _ on a need-

to-know bass i'it s-sagc. The NRC's DBT iRibased on

rfet -es A-ift r-. actual adversary characteristics demonstrated worldwide

and a determination as to. those characteristics against which a private security force could

reasonably be expected to provide protection.

The April 29, 2003, DBT orders required nuclear power reactors and Category I fuel

cycle licensees to revise their physical security plans, security personnel training and

qualification plans, and safeguards contingency plans to defend against the supplemental

DBT requirements. The ordersl i 1censeeecurity enhancements such as increased

patrols; augmented security forces and.capabIlities; additional security posts; additional

physical barriers; vehicle chiecks at greatr. standoff distances; better coordination with law

enforcement and military authorities; augmented security and emergency response training,

equipment, and communication; and more restrictive site access controls for personnel

including expanded, expedited, and more thoro~ugh.e , initial and follow-on screenini
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lI. Rulemaking Initiation'

On July 19, 2004, the staff issued a memorandum entitled uStatus of Security-Related

Rulemaking" to inform the Commission of plans to close two longstanding security-related

actions 'and replace them with a comprehensive rulemaking plan to modify physical protection

requirements for power reactors. This memorandum described rulemaking effprts that were

preempted by the terrorist activities of September 11, 2001, and summarized the security-

related actions taken following the attack. In response to this memorandum, the Commission

directed the staff in an August 23, 2004,'Staff Requirernents Memorahdum (SRM), to forego

the development of a rulerriaking plan and probvide a schedule for the cormpletion of

10 CFR 73.1, 73.55, and Part 73 Appendix B rulemakirigs. The requested schedule was

provided t6 the Commissi'n" by memorandun'd'ated' November 16, 2004.
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9 I~s. pineipal objective of the proposed revisi on to the § 73.1 (a) DBT rule is to.
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-* the existing DBTs requirements in § 73.1 (a) teel II I lei if te
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. . : v. .n .~ .~ .. prope d rule would .d:.. ;
revise certain exemptionsfor lndependntsp eis S T

revse ertin xemtios .or ndeendnt pent fuel storage installations (!SF I~s), The

current DBT rule exempts ISFSls from the land vehicle transport and land vehicle bomb

threats contained in §§ 73.1 (a)(1 )(i)(E) and (a)(1 )(iii), respectively. These exemptions should

no longer be retained because the Commission issued orders to ISFSIs on October 16, 2002,

-jJt;4ux165,&A 4QW . 7.skruLd- Bc rY iedLLd oppu-WL tz
*pouY rm si a Cai1r I t I Li to



requiring ISFSls to protect against these threats. Au it e

wemid b Ladele FtIC4FZ otttiefJU l wt L :zaiclet it aeemrit

vJ 5_de The Staff evaluated the needfm'

Ae edii waterbome requirements _ _ and concluded that

Other means in the of efe-were sufficiently protctive specific requirements W rJga/r

waterborne .*ed. C, Ot oc ffo $ At IboUQ ±Wrt
;x..wXJA okr vf 'DStisWk TVT rpogu

The proposed rule would also amend the exemption in the current § 73.1 (a) for

licensees subject to the provisions of § 73.20. The current rule exempts these licensees from

the requirements to prptect against vehicles transporting adversary personnel and equipment

and the land vehicle bomb. The Commissio -R :howev er e e certain 44,KLak

licensees subject to § 73.20 (Category I fuel cycle facilities)ko protect against such threats, so

the exemption must be amended accordingly. The amended exemption would continue for

other licensees described in 1 0 CFR § 73.20 (e.g., fuel reprocessing plants licensed under

Part 50) Bemmisel:[
to .~ U.nutZ.

The approach proposed in this rulemaking maintains a level of detail in the § 73.1 (a)

rule language that Is generally comparable to the current regulation, while updating the.

general DBT attributes in a manner consistent with theupplementajrequirements imposed
; .- .- APLIA.. : .

by the April 29, 2003, DBT orders. The result is a proposed rule with a level of detail that

reflects all major features of the DBTs, yet avoids compromising licensee security by not

publishing the specific tactical and operational capabilities of the DBT adversaries. The goal

of this approach is to provide sufficient public notice of the upgrades to the DBTs, including

1Elimpati1f the exep rom the DBTs fDr1el reprocess pts should be6nsideredi
in the neaj ure, It appears a ense application0fsuch a facility be filed. Fuel rpfocessIng p -nts

wOuIgpo-ssess types and ntities of materialp'quiring robust s urity. Eliminatio~if the exem on is
,pttelng pursued he ecause of the limescope of this rul aking. 7
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the new modes of attack that facilities must be prepared to defend against, so that meaningful

public input is possible regarding the'proposed rule's scope and content.

The NRC recognizes that some stakeholders may expect more detail than is set forth

in the current or proposed DBT regulations. However, the more detail that is made publicly
At 1 .44LL d~L

available about the specific capabilities of the DBT adversaries thee ' 'LAt1 1l

Am .4If potential adversaries can

readily identify the specific design bases for licensee security systems in a publicly available

DBT regulation,.then they could determine the force size and weapons types necessary to

overcome these security systems. Disclosing such details as the specific weapons,

ammunition, vehicles, and bomb sizes that licensees must be prepared to defend against

could substantially assist an adversary in planning an attack.

On the other hand, it is important for the public to understand tie types of attacks'

against which nuclear power plants and Category I fuel' cycle facilities are required to defend.

The public has a vital stake In the. security of these facilities, as well as the right to meaningful

comment when NRC proposes to amend Its regulations. Understanding the general scope of

the proposed DBT rule is nrecessary-if the public is to exercise its right to meaningful comment

and oversight of NRC regulations. .

After'carefully balancing these com'peting interests, the NRC arrived at the level of

detail regarding the attributes of the DBT presented in the proposed rule. More specific

details (e.g., specific weapons, ammunition, etc.,) are consolidated in ACDzhich contain

classified or safeguards information. The technical bases for the ACDs are derived largely

from Intelligence information, and also.contain classified and safeguards information that

cannot be publicly disclosed. These documentsvbe withheld from public disclosure and

made available on a need-to-know basis to those who otherwise qualify for access.
A
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The ACDs may be updated from time to time as a result of the NRC's periodic threat

reviews, which NRC has been conducting since 1979. Those threat assessments are

performed in conjunction with the intelligence and law enforcement communities to identify

changes In the threat environment which may In turn require adjustment of NRC security

requirements. Future revisions.to the ACIs would not require changes to the DBT

regulations in § 73.1, provided the changes remain within the scope of the rule text.

The NRC consulted with Federal, State, and local agencies, and with industry

stakeholders In-developing the updated.DBTs. This consultation involved analysis of

intelligence information.regarding the trends and capabilities of potential adversaries, and

discussion with Federal, law enforcement, and intelligence community agencies. Public

comments and suggestions received in response to PRM-73-12dalso informed the NRC's -/
development of this proposed rule. The resolution of PRM-73-12, which is being granted in

part A, is more fully discussed In Section V of this notice.
* ~;t1cd X vL

The:Commission concludes that the proposed amendments to § 73.1/ensure

adequate protection of public health and safety and the common defense andspcurity by.

requiring the secure use anrd management of radioactive materials. TheDBTs represent the

largest threats against which private sector facilities must be able to defend with high

assurance. The proposed amendments to § 73.1 would not expand the.DBTs beyond

requirements currently in place under existing NRC regulations and orders.

IV. Section by Section Analysis

The following table provides a comparison between the proposed rule text arid the

current rule text. The e b_ sd-o _ernic =_! _

WeE~slel-W~ rne dktewdatedlt3eS,

Co efe- ~ a ~ { S r i e ; f A, E l
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- . . . . . I I . . I. il-� , " " . . - - .. .. -~~ H Il
.:S e

1!__

Old New. , Change

*p(a) Purpose. -This '(a) u e. This part The
part prescribes requirements prescribes requirements for the proposed
'for the establishment and establishment and maintenance of paragraph is
maintenance of a physical a physical pfotectidn system which m6dified to cdarify
protection system which will will have capabilities for the that the DBTs are

rhvecapabilitie for the protection of spe-aa nuclear designed to protect
protection of special nuclear material at fixed'sites and in transit against diversion in
materi lbat fixed sites and In and of plants in which'special addition to theft of
trinsit and'of p1lnts In which nuclear mriateriil is used. The special nuclear
special nucleaf material is followi'ng design basis threats, material.
used. The following design wdhere referenced in 'ensuing
basis threats, where - sections of this part, shall be used Thed
referenced in ensuing to design safeguards systems to proposed
sections of this part, shall be protect against acts of radiological be updated based
used to design safeguards sabotage and to prevent the theft' be upder
systems to protect against or diversion of special nuclear hequrer
acts of radiological sabotage miaterial. Licensees sLubject to the e andacts .ccinforrning changesand -to preveht the theft of provisions of § 73.20 (except for
special nUclear' material. fue cycelicensees authorized of this part.
Licensees s'ubject to the undr t of this chapter to
provisions of § 72.182, -re6eiv6;ea'cqLilre; pbssess, transfer,
§ 72.212,§ 73.20, §'73.50, use, or deliver fortransportatiorh
and § 73.60 are'e&6rmpt from formula quantities of strategic. '
§ 73.1 (a)(1)(i)(E).and special nuclear material ), § 73.50,
§ 73.1 (a)(1)(iii). and § 73.60 are exempt from :

.. . § 73.1(a)(II(i)(E),.§ 73-1(a)(1)(iii), .
§ 73.1(a)(1)(iv), §,73.1(a)(2)(iii) and
.§ 73;i (a)(2)(iv).. Licensees subject .
to the prdvisions-of § 72.212, are

- . . . ' exempt from § 73.1 (a)(1 )(iv). .
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none (2)(iii) A land vehicle bomb
assault, which may be coordinated
with an external assault, and

The
proposed paragraph
would be upl~dated to
reflect that
licensees are
required to protect
against a wide
range of land'
vehicles. A new
mode 6of attack not
previously par of
the DBT would be
added indicating
that adversaries
may, coordinate a
vehicle b'mb
assault with another
external as~s'ault.`"

, .

4. 4.

none (2)(iv) A waterborne vehicle
bomb assault, which may be
coordinated with an external
assault.

* The
proposed paragraph
would add a new
mode of attack not
previously part of-
the DBT, that being
a waterbome
vehicle bomb
assault.' -This
coordinated attack
concept is another
upgrade' to the
current regulation.

Additional guidance concerning the adversary characteristics is located in the

corresponding draft regulatory guides (radiological sabotage in DG-5017 and theft and

diversion in DG-5018). These draft RGs contain either safeguards or classified information '

and are not publicly available. T B rRe i U F. .3sd §71.±.nnPthp n

...I . . f . A _ * ' . .
#i 1 ..tFU i~iQLCI IL VVIuA u m- r-jm ir=Vl 4.Aj

,l~ nt m~~; ~J~~1 DD ~ A~ 0-oh ourot icnspv-t!nL b
. _
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V. Petition for Rulemaking'(PRM-73-12)

As discussed above in this notice, the NRC staff reviewed PRM-73-12 to determine

whether the regulations in Part 73 regarding the DBT should be amended in response to

requests in PRM-73-12 and public comments received on the petition. PRM-73-12 was filed

by the Comm'ittee'to'Bridge the Gap on July 23, 2004. The petition requests that the NRC

amend its regulations to revise the DBT regulations (in terms of the numbers, teams,

capabilities, planning, willingness to die and other characteristics of adversaries) to a level

that encompasses, with a sufficient margin of safety, the terrorist capabilities evidenced by

the attacks of September 11, 2001. The petition also requests that security plans, systems,

Inspections, and force-on-force exercises be revised in accordance with the amended DBT.

Finally, the petition requests a requirement be added to Part 73 to construct shields against

air attack (the shields are referred to as ubeamhengeu) which the petition asserts would

enable nuclear power plants to withstand an air attack from a jumbo jet.

PRM-73-12 was published for public comment in the Federal Register on November 8,

2004 (69 FR 64690). The public'comment period expired on January 24, 2005. There were

845 comments submitted on PRM-73-12, of which .528 were form letters. Many of the

comments were submitted after the comment period expire howeveope'staff reviewed and

considered all of the comments. Comments were received from nine state attorneys general,

approximately 20 public interest groups, a U.S. Congressman from Massachusetts, and six -

industry groups and licensees. In addition, two U.S. Senators and a U.S. Representative (all

from New Jersey) requested an extension to the comment period. The bulk of the comments

18



licensees to protect against waterborne threats, a wider range of land vehicles, and

coordinated attacks. All of these features of the proposed rule grant requests made in PRM-

73-12.

The NRC intends to deny the other requests in PRM-73-12, specifically the aspects of

PRM 73-12 which deal with the defense of nuclear power plants against aircraft. PRM-73-12

requests that NRC require licensees to defend against air attack by constructing a series of

steel beams that would break apart an attacking plane before it could impact the facility. The

structure is referred to as ubeamhenge.fl

Federal efforts to pr6tect the nation from terrorist attacks by air have increased

substantially since September ri, 2001. Those efforts already include a variety of measures

such as enhanced airline passenger and baggage screening, strengthened cockpit doors,

and the federal Air Marshals program. Federal law enforcement and intelligence agencies

have increased efforts to Identify potential aircraft-related threats before they can be carried

out. The Department of Defense and the Federal Aviation Administration have acted to

protect airspace above a nuclear power. plant In response to a threat at the time thought to be

credible, but which was later determined to be non-credible. These and other govemment'

wide efforts have Improved protection against air attacks on all industrial facilities, both

nuclear and non-nuclear. . .

Following the September 11, 2001, attacks in New York, the Pentagon, and

Pennsylvania, the NRC conducted assessments of the potential .for and consequences of

terrorists targeting a nuclear power plant for aircraft attack, the physical effects.of such a

strike, and compounding factors such as meteorology that would affect the impact of potential

radioactive releases. As a result of these preliminary assessments, the NRC required nuclear

power plant licensees to implement enhancements to mitigate potential consequences in the

20



unlikely event of a successful attack on a nuclear power plant. As part of a comprehensive

review of security for NRC-licensed facilities; the NRC conducted detailed site-specific

engineering studies of a limited number of)inclear power plants to assess potential

vulnerabilities of deliberate attacks involving large commercial aircraft. In conducting these

studies, the NRC drew on national experts from several Department of Energy laboratories L"

using state-of-the-art structural and fire analyses. For the facilities analyzed, the vulnerability
6- La*te C eA argozat

studies confirm that the likelihood of/both damaging the reactor core and releasing

radioactivity that could affect public health and safety is low. Even in the unlikely event of a

radiological release due to terrorist use of a large aircraft, there would be sufficient time to

implement mitigating actions and offsite emergency plans such that the NRC's emergency

planning basis remains valid. Furthermore, the NRC staff will continue to review intelligence

and threat reporting to recommend any appropriate modifications to the DBT or NRC

requirements to mitigate air attacks. Therefore based on thb review of the'petition and the

considerations noted above, the NRC intends to denythis portion of PRM-73-12.

PRM-73-12 also requests that nuclear power plants be required to defend against

more than the number of attackers that carried out the September 11, 2001 attacks, and

identifies specific weapons thaf nuclear power plants should be able to defend against. The

Commission cannot comment publicly on the precise numbers of attackers or types of

weapons that nuclear power plants are required to defend against uider the proposed DBTs

and ACDs for reasons stated earlier in this notice. However,'the Corrmission has conducted

a thorough review of security to continue to ensure that nuclear power plants and other

licensed facilities have effective security measures in place given the changing threat

environment. An important part of this review was the consideration of a terrorist attack

similar to that which occurred on September 11, 2001. However, the DBT is based upon
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review and analysis of actual adversary characteristics demonstrated in a range of terrorist
~~raealsP f-~c
attacks worldwide and a determination as to4 attacks a private security force could

reasonably be expected to defend a:.inet

In summary, the NRC grants PRM-73-12 in part by conducting this proposed

rulemaking to revise the DBT requirements In § 73.1 (a) to refrect certain specific'requested

changes contained in PRM-73-12 in the proposed rule'text. Thc; 4Ct1zb derdy-th:

.4,a

A F~re~d hJJMW; i A au
VI. Guidance s i "p

*-ika r~ e i'L k + ptopropa

The NRC staff is preparing new regulatory guides, as listed below, to provide detailed

guidance on the revised DBT requiirements in proposed § 73.1. These guides are intended to

assist future license applicants in the development of their security programs and plans(Te ei
Olru WL _is i" 4J_ WUX Iam +

guidanae~ guidance that was used to develop, review, and approve the site

security plans that licensees put in place in response to the April 2003 orders. As such, this

regulatory guidance wlid-met cause current licensees to revise security measures at their

facilities. The publication of the regulatory guides is planned to coincide with the publication

of the final rule. The guides are described below.

1. Draft Regulatory Guide (DG-5017), "Guidance for the Implementation of the

Radiological Sabotage Design-Basis Threat (Safeguards)." This regulatory guide will provide

guidance to the industry on the radiological sabotage DBT. DG-5017 contains safeguards

information an erefore, is being withheld from public disclosure and distributed on a need-

to-know basis to those 0rwho otherwise qualify for access.

2. Draft Regulatory Guide (DG-5018), "Guidance for the Implementation of the Theft

and Diversion Design-Basis Threat (Classified)." This regulatory guide will provide guidance
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to the industry on the theft or diversion DBT. DG-5018 contains classified information ancv- )

therefor$s withheld from public disclosure and distributed/on a need to know basis to those

who otherwise qualify for access.

VII. Criminal Pe'nalties

For.the purposes of Section 223 of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, the

Commission is Issuing the proposed rule to revise § 73.1 under one or more sections of 161

of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (AEA). Criminal penalties, as they apply to regulations in

Part 73 are discussed in § 73.81.

Vill. Compatibility of Agreement State Regulations

Under the "Policy Statement on Adequacy and Compatibility of Agreement States

Programs," approved by the Commission on June 20, 1997, and published in the Federal

Register (62 FR 46517; September 3, 1997), this rule is classified -as compatibility "NRC."

Compatibility is not required for Category UNRC" regulations. The NRC program elements in

this category are those that relate directly to areas of regulation reserved to the NRC by the

AEA or the provisions of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, and although an

Agreement State may not adopt program elements reserved to NRC, it may wish to inform its

licensees of certain requirements via a mechanism that is consistent with the particular

State's administrative procedure laws, but does not confer regulatory authority on the State.
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own these plants do not fall within the scope of the definition of "small entities" set forth in the

Regulatory Flexibility Act or the size standards established by the NRC (10 CFR 2.810).

;:..

XVI. Backfit analysis
TL i kt -l b 4KSL4I I16 C4Ft kLSWZW oqZ,)

The nRC ho -duefl-dee"t s to Proposed alA-A

baod1Lft ais 13 got requored Por thu pid7J 1-z thos4 3ondrpt* nA d-
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+ sity god LcwV wd~Airz. s k rowR qte

Le YPAt~k AS ha'. prLSCtiW_ Ox Wij Io wido

Ust~f Subjects In 10 CFR~r 73

Criminal penalties, Export, Hazardous materials transportation, Import,

u/clear materials, Nuclear power plants and reactors, Reporting and recordkeeping

/requirements, Security measures.

For the reasons set out in the preamble and under the authority of the Atomic

Energy Act of 1954, as amended; the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, as amended; and

.5 U.S.C. 553, the NRC is proposing to adopt the following amendments to 10 CFR Part 73.
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Commissioner Jaczko's Comments on SECY-05-0106
Proposed Rulemaking to Revise 10 CFR 73.1, Design Basis Threat (DBT) Requirements

I approve the publication of the Federal Register Notice containing the proposed rule for public
comment subject to the attached edits reflecting the requirements of the Energy Policy Act of
2005, deferring the Petition for Rulemaking (PRM-73-12), and other changes as reflected in the
discussion below. I commend the staff for developing an approach to this rulemaking that
provides for meaningful stakeholder involvement without revealing information that could be of
use to a potential adversary and agree that here, as in all instances, meaningful comment on
the proposed rule will strengthen the rulemaking record.

I do not support language in the Federal Register Notice that suggests or implies that the NRC
has predetermined that the DBT rule does not need to provide for protection against airborne
attack. The staff's proposal indicates the Commission has carefully considered including an
airborne attack in the proposed DBT rule, but has determined it is not necessary. Because this
is a proposed rule, the purpose here is to obtain public comments before the agency makes a
final decision. Thus, the staff should use this rulemaking as on opportunity to discuss this issue
in detail, especially as it relates to new reactors.

Amending the regulations to require existing facilities to defend against airborne attack as
requested in PRM-73-12 may not be feasible. The Commission has decided, however, that
existing plants are required to employ mitigative strategies to maintain or restore core cooling,
containment, and spent fuel pool cooling capabilities using existing or readily available
resources that can be effectively implemented under the circumstances associated with loss of
large areas of the plant due to explosions or fire. The next generation of nuclear power plants
are designed to be inherently safer than the existing fleet. They also need to be inherently
more secure by design. Thus, the design of the new reactors should greatly reduce or
eliminate the need for the mitigation strategies required of the current fleet.

For new plants this proposed rule provides an opportunity to discuss and consider rethinking
our current concepts of physical protection by engineering protection against postulated
security threats into the design of the facility. Therefore, the staff should specifically seek
public comment on designing new nuclear facilities to withstand an aircraft attack and
optimizing facility design to reduce reliance upon traditional physical protection system
components and personnel.

Gregory B. Jaczko Date
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

10 CFR Part 73

RIN 3150-AH60

Design Basis Threat

AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory Commission

ACTION: Proposed rule.

SUMMARY: The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is proposing to amend its regulations

that govern the requirements pertaining to design basis threat (DBT).\he proposed rule would

amend 10 CFR 73.1 (a) to make generically applicable the security requirements previously

imposed by the Commission's April 29, 2003 DBT orders, which applied to existing licensees,

and redefine the level of security requirements necessary to ensure that the public health and

safety and common defense and security are adequately protecte~jhe proposed amendment

would consolidate the existing DBT requirements in § 73.1(a) with the supplemental DBT

requirements put in place by Commission orders issued on April 29, 2003 (68 FR 24517, 63 FR

275,6 The specific details related t the threat, which cotain bth safeguards

information (SGI) and classified information, are ccnsolidated in adversary chareeieristies

documents (ACDs) that are not publicly available. These documents include spceific details of

the attrIbut.s of the threat consistent with the _aqirernents imposed in the April 29, 2003, DOT

fdeiThe proposed rule would revise the DBT requirements for radiological sabotage

(applied to power reactors and Category I fuel cycle facilities pursuant to § 73.55(a) and

§ 73.20(a) respectively), and theft or diversion of NRC-licensed Strategic Special Nuclear

Material (SSNM) (applied to Category I fuel cycle facilities pursuant to § 73.20(a)). The NRC

has developed draft Regulatory Guides (RGs) that provide guidance p licensee,;'concerning

the DBT for radiological sabotage and theft and diversion. These draft RGs have limited



distribution because they contain either safeguards or classified informationCjhe specific

details related to the threat, which contain both safeguards information (SGI) and classified

information, are consolidated contained in adversary characteristics documents (ACDs) that are

not publicly available. These documents include specific details of the attributes of the threat

consistent with the requirements imposed in the April 29, 2003, DBT ordersj Additionally, a

Petition for Rulemaking (PRM -73-12), filed by the Committee to Bridge the Gap, was

considered as part of this proposed rulemaking; the NRC's disposition of this petition is

contained in this document.

DATE: Submit comments by [insert date 75 days after publication in the Federal Register.]

Comments received after this date will be considered if it is practical to do so, but the

Commission is able to ensure consideration only for comments received on or before this date.

ADDRESSES: You may submit comments by any one of the following methods. Please

include the following number RIN 3150-AH60 in the subject line of your comments. Comments

on rulemakings submitted in writing or in electronic form will be made available for public

inspection. Because your comments will not be edited to remove any identifying or contact

information, the NRC cautions you against including any information in your submission that

you do not want to be publicly disclosed.

Mail comments to: Secretary, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington, DC

20555-0001, ATTN: Rulemakings and Adjudications Staff.

E-mail comments to: SECYanrc.qov. If you do not receive a reply e-mail confirming that

we have received your comments, contact us directly at (301) 415-1966. You may also submit

comments via the NRC's rulemaking web site at http:/lruleforum.l1nl.gov. Address questions
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I. Background

The DBT requirements in 10 CFR 73.1(a) describe general adversary characteristics

that designated licensees must defend against with high assurance. lihesiNRC

requirements include protection against radiological sabotage (generally applied to power

reactors and Category I fuel cycle facilities) and theft or diversion of NRC-licensed SSNM

(generally applied to Category I fuel cycle facilities). _diolegieal sabotage speeifieall

applies to facilities that use special nuclear material. I lowever, current Category I facilities do

not typically possess or use nuclear/radioeative materials that would constitute a radiological

sabotage threat. Theft or diversion applis to facilities that re.eie, aequire, possess, use, O.r

transfer formula quantities of SSNMThe DBTs are used by these licensees to form the

basis for site-specific defensive strategies implemented through security plans, safeguards

contingency plans, and guard training and qualification plans.

Following the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, the NRC conducted a thorough

review of security to ensure that nuclear power plants and other licensed facilities continued

to have effective security measures in place for the changing threat environment. In so doing,

the NRC recognized that some elements of the DBTs required enhancement due to the

escalation of the domestic threat level. After soliciting and receiving comments from Federal,

State, local agencies, and industry stakeholders, the NRC imposed by order supplemental

DBT requirements whieh that contained additional detailed adversary characteristics. FThe

balance between licensee fesponsibilities and the responsibilities of the local, State and

Federal Governments was considered during the development of the April 29, 2003, DBT

emled]Je Commission deliberated on the responsibilities of the local, State, and Federal

governments to protect the nation, and the responsibility of licensees to protect individual

nuclear facilities, before reaching consensus on a reasonable approach to security in the April
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29, 2003 DBT orders. After gaining experience under the orders over the past two years, the

Commission believes that attributes of the orders should be generically imposeH7]

The Commission's decision was based on the analysis of intelligence information

regarding the trends and capabilities of the potential adversaries and discussions with

Federal, law enforcement, and intelligence community agencies. These enhanced adversary

characteristics are reflective of the new threat environmenl4d are described in-the April29,

2003, DET ordeer In general terms, DBTs are comprised of attributes selected from the

overall threat environment. The ACDs set forth the specific details of the attributes of the

DBTs. The DBT technical basis document contains a basis for the specific adversary

characteristics. These supplemental documents contain safeguards and classified

information,4d therefore, are withheld from public disclosure and only distributed on a need-

to know basis to persons with authorized access that is distributed only to persons with

authorized access and on a need-to-know basis. The NRC's DBT is itet based oncwost eae

scnacries but rather on actual demonstrated adversary characteristics demonstrated

woidie and a determination as to those characteristics against which a private security

force could reasonably be expected to provide protection.

The April 29, 20037 DBT orders required nuclear power reactors and Category I fuel

cycle licensees to revise their physical security plans, security personnel training and

qualification plans, and safeguards contingency plans to defend against the supplemental

DBT requirements. The orderrfeesd required in licensees to make;ecurity enhancements

such as increased patrols; augmented security forces and capabilities; additional security

posts; additional physical barriers; vehicle checks at greater standoff distances; better

coordination with law enforcement and military authorities; augmented security and

emergency response training, equipment, and communication; and more restrictive site
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access controls for personnel, including expanded, expedited, and more thorough wmkei

initial and follow-on screeningiftemporary and permanent workers. The NRC has reviewed

and approved the revised security plans that were developed and submitted by power reactor

and Category I fuel cycle facility licensees in response to the April 2003 orders. eirent*y-all

power reactor and Category I fuel facilities have received NRC approval of security plans

consistent with the- DBTs imposed by the April 2003 ordWrsoU
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II. Rulemaking Initiation

On July 19, 2004, the staff issued a memorandum entitled "Status of Security-Related

Rulemaking" to inform the Commission of plans to close two longstanding security-related

actions and replace them with a comprehensive rulemaking plan to modify physical protection

requirements for power reactors. This memorandum described rulemaking efforts that were

preempted by the terrorist activities of September 11, 2001, and summarized the security-

related actions taken following the attack. In response to this memorandum, the Commission

directed the staff in an August 23, 2004, Staff Requirements Memorandum (SRM), to forego

the development of a rulemaking plan and provide a schedule for the completion of

10 CFR 73.1, 73.55, and Part 73 Appendix B rulemakings. The requested schedule was

provided to the Commission by memorandum dated November 16, 2004.

IIl. Proposed Regulations

L The principal objectives of the proposed rule are to make generically applicable the

security requirements previously imposed by the Commission's April 29, 2003 DBT orders,

and to define in NRC regulations the level of security necessary to ensure adequate

protection of the public health and safety and common defense and security revision-to-the

§ 73.1(a) DBT rule is to consolidate the supplemental requirements put in place by the April

29, 2003, DBT orders th the existing DETs requirements in § 73.1(a) in an expedited manner.

During the development of this rule the staff identified several potential changes to the

regulations that are not proposed at this time and which the staff does not consider necessary

at this time to assure safety or securit
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LThe Commission has considered and will consider many factors in developing the

proposed DBT and other security requirements. As directed by Congress under section 651

(a) of the recently enacted Energy Policy Act of 2005, the NRC is giving consideration to the

following 12 factors as part of this rulemaking to revise the design basis threats:

1. The events of September 11, 2001;

2. An assessment of physical, cyber, biochemical, and other terrorist threats;

3. The potential for attack on facilities by multiple coordinated teams of a large

number of individuals;

4. The potential for assistance in an attack from several persons employed at

the facility;

5. The potential for suicide attacks;

6. The potential for water-based and air-based threats;

7. The potential use of explosive devices of considerable size and other

modern weaponry;
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8. The potential for attacks by persons with a sophisticated knowledge of

facility operations;

9. The potential for fires, especially fires of long duration;

10. The potential for attacks on spent fuel shipments by multiple coordinated

teams of a large number of individual;

11. The adequacy of planning to protect the public health and safety at an

around nuclear facilities, as appropriate, in the event of a terrorist attack against

a nuclear facility; and

12. The potential for theft and diversion of nuclear material for such facilitieI

C§ number of these factors are already reflected in the text of the proposed rule.

For example, the proposed rule would require protection against suicidal attackers, insiders,

and waterborne threats. Some of these factors are not included in the proposed ruler Fee- Spc1itv\\

hpOsed DBT r ie, hilt hs not~n ldedai-speeficiattribue of air-based threats, largely for

the reasons set forth in Section V below. The Commission invites and looks forward to public

comment on the proposed rule provisions, as well as whether or how the 12 factors should be

addressed in the DBT rule. The Commission will further consider and resolve any comments

received in the final rulLe
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LT- achieve alignment with requirements imposed by order-,The proposed rule would

also revise certain exemptions for independent spent fuel storage installations (ISFSls). The

current DBT rule exempts ISFSls from the land vehicle transport and land vehicle bomb

threats contained in §§ 73.1(a)(1)(i)(E) and (a)(1)(iii), respectively. These exemptions should

no longer be retained because the Commission issued orders to ISFSls on October 16, 2002,

requiring ISFSIs to protect against these threats. An exemption from the waterborne threat

would be added for !SFO~s so that the proposed rule would be consistent with seecurity

requirements previously imposed by Commission orders. The Staff evaluated the need fme to

apply irtftding waterborne requirements to ISFSls in the October 16, 2002, !SFSI orders and

concluded that other means in the orders proposed rule were sufficiently protective *he to

preclude the need for specific requirements for regarding waterborne threats were-me

required. Consequently, an exemption from the waterborne threat has been added for

ISFSls in the proposed rule.

[The proposed rule would also amend the exemption in the current § 73.1 (a) for

licensees subject to the provisions of § 73.20. The current rule exempts these licensees from

the requirements to protect against vehicles transporting adversary personnel and equipment

and the land vehicle bomb. The Commission's DOT orders now, has determined, however,

require that due to the current threat environment certain licensees subject to § 73.20

(Category I fuel cycle facilities) need to protect against such threats, so the exemption must

be amended accordingly. The amended exemption would continue for other licensees

described in 10 CFR § 73.20 (e.g., fuel reprocessing plants licensed under Part 50) beeUse
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the Commission has not issued any orders that would require thc exemption to be

CShe approach proposed in this rulemaking maintains a level of detail in the § 73.1(a)

rule language that is generally comparable to the current regulation, while updating the

general DBT attributes in a manner consistent with the insights gained form the application of

supplemental security requirements imposed by the April 29, 2003, DBT orders. The result is

a proposed rule with a level of detail that reflects all major features of the DBTs, yet avoids

compromising licensee security by not publishing the specific tactical and operational

capabilities of the DBT adversaries. The goal of this approach is to provide sufficient public

notice of the upgrades to the DBTs, including the new modes of attack that facilities must be

prepared to defend against, so that meaningful public input is possible regarding the

proposed rule's scope and content.

The NRC recognizes that some stakeholders may expect more detail than is set forth

in the current or proposed DBT regulations. However, the more detail that is made publicly

available about the specific capabilities of the DBT adversaries, the greater the chance that

potential adversaries could exploit that information more information that would be available

and that eould be exploited by adversaries. if potential adversares ean readily identify the

speeifie design bases fur licensee security systems in a publicly available DOBTv regulaticn 1,

then they could determine the ferce size and weapons types necessary to overcme these

security systems. Disclosing The disclosure of such details as the specific weapons, force

size, ammunition, vehicles, and bomb sizes that licensees must be prepared to defend

against could substantially assist an adversary in planning an attac.

Elimination of the exemption from the DBTs for fuel reprcessing plants should be considered if,
in the near future, it appears a license applicatien fr such a facitly wll be filed. Fuei repreeessing plants
wcutd possess types and quantities of material iequirfngrcbut 4-- uawy. U~nain of ihe exemption is
not being pursued here because of the limited scope of this rulemaking.
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On the other hand, it is important for the public tc jlerstand be informed the types

of attacks against which nuclear power plants and Category I fuel cycle facilities are required

to defend. The public has a vital stake in the security of these facilities, as well as the right to

meaningful comment when NRC proposes to amend its regulations. Understanding the

general scope of the proposed DBT rule is necessary if the public is to exercise its right to

meaningful comment and oversight of NRC regulations.

After carefully balancing these competing interests, the NRC arrived at the level of

detail regarding the attributes of the DBT presented in the proposed rule. More specific

details (e.g., specific weapons, ammunition, etc.,) are consolidated in ACDs, which contain

classified or safeguards information. The technical bases for the ACDs are derived largely

from intelligence information, and also contain classified and safeguards information that

cannot be publicly disclosed. These document"i must~be withheld from public disclosure

and made availableonl7in a need-to-know basis to those who otherwise qualify for access.

The ACDs may be updated from time to time as a result of the NRC's periodic threat

reviews, which NRC has been conducting since 1979. Those threat assessments are

performed in conjunction with the intelligence and law enforcement communities to identify

changes in the threat environment which may in turn require adjustment of NRC security

requirements. Future revisions to the ACDs would not require changes to the DBT

regulations in § 73.1, provided the changes remain within the scope of the rule text.

The NRC consulted with Federal, State, and local agencies, and with industry

stakeholders in developing the updated DBTs. This consultation involved analysis of

intelligence information regarding the trends and capabilities of potential adversaries, and

discussion with Federal, law enforcement, and intelligence community agencies. Public

comments and suggestions received in response to PRM-73-12; also informed the NRC's

14



development of this proposed rule. The resolution of PRM-73-12, which is being granted in

part art through this rulemaking, is more fully discussed in Section V of this

notice.

Eihe Commission concludes that the proposed amendments to § 73.1 will continue to

ensure adequate protection of public health and safety and the common defense and security

by requiring the secure use and management of radioactive materials. The revised DBTs

represent the largest threats against which private sector facilities must be able to defend with

high assurance. The proposed amendments to § 73.1 would not expand the DBTs beyond

reflects requirements currently in place under existing NRC regulations and orderg]

IV. Section by Section Analysis

The following table provides a comparison between the proposed rule text and the

current rule tex i The changes are based on Commission order [A 03 086 A:l Power React-F

Lleensee; OG Lkense (Lffeet h1 1
1 muedastely dated April 29, 2003;

Commission order EA 03 087 In the hrfatter of Nuclear Fuel Befct-es, Me., Entim, TN; Order

Modifying Lkiense 6EffeeftvG fmmedtGet), dated April 29, 2003; In the hMatter of BWX

TechnoIbgis, Inc., Lynchburg, VA; Order vfodifying Licen ,se (ffeef" immediatebyJ, dated

April 29, 28003.)

Old New Change
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none (2)(iv) A waterborne vehicle
bomb assault, which may be
coordinated with an external
assault.

The
proposed paragraph
would add a new
mode of attack not
previously part of
the DBT, that being
a waterborne
vehicle bomb
assault. This
coordinated attack
concept is another
upgrade to the
current regulation.

Additional guidance concerning the adversary characteristics is located in the

corresponding draft regulatory guides (radiological sabotage in DG-5017 and theft and

diversion in DG-5018). These draft RGs contain either safeguards or classified information

and are not publicly available.fhe DOT requirements in proposed § 73.1 and the adversary

characteristic documents are consistent with the April 29, 2003, DBT orders and as a result

would not impose any additional DBT requirements. As such, current licensees would not be

- - . .... . - A . ... . - . - .. .... . _, - - - _- - - - -,- - t _ , o . _ . . . � _ . _

would any additional reporting requirements be implo:es I

V. Petition for Rulemaking (PRM-73-12)

As discussed above in this notice, the NRC staff reviewed PRM-73-12 to determine

whether the regulations in Part 73 regarding the DBT should be amended in response to

requests in PRM-73-12 and public comments received on the petition. PRM-73-12 was filed

by the Committee to Bridge the Gap on July 23, 2004. The petition requests that the NRC

amend its regulations to revise the DBT regulations (in terms of the numbers, teams,

capabilities, planning, willingness to die and other characteristics of adversaries) to a level
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The table contains the NRC's responses to the issues raised by public comments, but

the responses to comments do not include a detailed comparison of the differences between

the current DBT requirements (as imposed by the April 29, 2003 orders) and the requests in

PRM-73-12. Such a comparison could reveal the limits of the proposed DBT rule, thereby

compromisinge security. The NRC's post-September 11, 2001, review of security

requirements encompassed all the issues raised by the petitioner, and a number of the

petitioner's requested changes to the DBT have been incorporated into the proposed DBT

amendments as discussed below.

The NRC is partially granting PRM-73-12 by conducting this proposed rulemaking to

revise the DBT requirements in § 73.1(a). Some of the requested changes in PRM-73-12 are

reflected in the proposed rule text. These changes include the proposed requirements in

§§ 73.1(a)(1)(i) and (a)(2)(i) that licensees be required to protect against one or more teams

of adversaries operating from multiple entry points. PRM-73-12 also requested that the DBT

regulation make clear that adversaries are willing to kill and be killed. This change is reflected

in proposed §§ 73.1(a)(1)(i)(A) and (a)(2)(i)(A). The proposed rule would also require

licensees to protect against waterborne threats, a wider range of land vehicles, and

coordinated attacks. All of these features of the proposed rule grant requests made in PRM-

73-12.

The NRC intends to de" defer action on the other requests in PRM-73-12, specifically

theose aspects of PRM 73-12 which deal with the defense of nuclear power plants against

aircraft, and to address those issues as part of the final action on this proposedruIeLRM-

73 12 requests that NRC require licensees to defend against air attack by constructing a

scries of steel beams that would break apart an attacking plane before it cauld impact the

facility. The struetture is referred to as "bearnhenge."5
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[Federal and other governmentaJfforts to protect the nation from terrorist attacks by

air have increased substantially since September 11, 2001. Those efforts already include a

variety of measures such as enhanced airline passenger and baggage screening,

strengthened cockpit doors, and the federal Air Marshals program. Federal law enforcement

and intelligence agencies have increased efforts to identify potential aircraft-related threats

before they can be carried out. The Department of Defense and the Federal Aviation

Administration have acted to protect airspace above a nuclear power plant in response to a

threat at the time thought to be credible, but which was later determined to be non-credible.

These and other governmental-wide efforts have improved protection against air attacks on

all industrial facilities, both nuclear and non-nuclear.

Following the September 11, 2001, attacks in New York, the Pentagon, and

Pennsylvania, the NRC conducted assessments of the potential for and consequences of

terrorists targeting a nuclear power plant for aircraft attack, the physical effects of such a

strike, and compounding factors such as meteorology that would affect the impact of potential

radioactive releases. By reul -ff these prelimiay sents Furthermore, the NRC

required nuclear power plant licensees to implement enhancements to mitigate potential

consequences in the unlikely event of an sueeessful attack, including aircraft, on a nuclear

power plant. As part of a comprehensive review of security for NRC licensed facilities, the

NRC conduceted detailed site speeific engineering studies of a lmitned number ot

representative nuclear power plants to assess potential vulnerabilities of deliberate attacks

involving large commercial aircraft. In conducting these studies, the NRC drew on national

experts from several Department of Energy laboratories, using state-of-the-art structural and

fire analyses. For the facilities analyzed, the vulnerability studies confirm that the likelihood of

a large, commercial aircraft both damaging the reactor core and releasing radioactivity that
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could affect public health and safety is low. Even in the unlikely event of a radiological

releaso due to terrorist use of a large aircraft, there weuld be stifflient time to implement

mitigating actions and offsite emergency plans such that the NRC's emergency planning

basis remains valid. Futhermore, The NRC staff will continue to review intelligence and

threat reporting to recommend any appropriate modifications to the DBT or NRC

requirements to mitigate air attacks. Therefore, based on the review of the petition and the

considerations noted above, the NRC intends to deny this portion of PRIFM 73 12

VPRM-73-12 also requests that nuclear power plants be required to defend against

more than the number of attackers that carried out the September 11, 2001 attacks, and

identifies specific weapons that nuclear power plants should be able to defend against. The

Commission cannot comment publicly on the precise numbers of attackers or types of

weapons that nuclear power plants are required to defend against under the proposed DBTs

and ACDs for reasons stated earlier in this notice. However, the Commission has conducted

a thorough review of security to continue to ensure that nuclear power plants and other

licensed facilities have effective defensive capabilities and security measures in place given

the changing threat environment. An important part of this review was the consideration of a

terrorist attack similar to that which occurred on September 11, 2001. However, the DBT is

based upon review and analysis of actual demonstrated adversary characteristics

demonstfated in a range of terrorist attacks, worldwide and a determination as to which the

attacks against which a private security force could reasonably be expected to defend

agist.j1

CM summary, the NRC grants PRM-73-12 in part by conducting this proposed

rulemaking to revise the DBT requirements in § 73.1(a) to reflect certain specific requested

changes contained in PRM-73-12 in the proposed rule text, and is deferring action on other
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requests in PRM-73-12, specifically those aspects of PRM-73-12 which.deal with air-based

attacks. The NRC intends to deny the remainder of the petitions

VI. Guidance

The NRC staff is preparing new regulatory guides, as listed below, to provide detailed

guidance on the revised DBT requirements in proposed § 73.1. These guides are intended to

assist current licensees in ensuring that their security plans meet the requirements in the

proposed rule, as well as future license applicants in the development of their security

programs and plans. The new guidance incorporates the insights gained from applying the

earlier eonselidate&-othe guidance that was used to develop, review, and approve the site

security plans that licensees put in place in response to the April 2003 orders. As such, this

regulatory guidance woefld not is expected to be consistent with revised security measures at

eatse current licensees' to revise security measures at their facilities. The publication of the

regulatory guides is planned to coincide with the publication of the final rule. The guides are

described below.

1. Draft Regulatory Guide (DG-5017), "Guidance for the Implementation of the

Radiological Sabotage Design-Basis Threat (Safeguards)." This regulatory guide will provide

guidance to the industry on the radiological sabotage DBT. DG-5017 contains safeguards

information, and therefore, is being withheld from public disclosure and distributed on a need-

to-know basis to those wOh who otherwise qualify for access.

2. Draft Regulatory Guide (DG-501 8), "Guidance for the Implementation of the Theft

and Diversion Design-Basis Threat (Classified)." This regulatory guide will provide guidance

to the industry on the theft or diversion DBT. DG-5018 contains classified information and
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therefore, is withheld from public disclosure and distributed only on a need to know basis to

those who otherwise qualify for access.

Vil. Criminal Penalties

For the purposes of Section 223 of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, the

Commission is issuing the proposed rule to revise § 73.1 under one or more sections of 161

of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (AEA). Criminal penalties, as they apply to regulations in

Part 73 are discussed in § 73.81.

VIII. Compatibility of Agreement State Regulations

Under the uPolicy Statement on Adequacy and Compatibility of Agreement States

Programs," approved by the Commission on June 20, 1997, and published in the Federal

Register (62 FR 46517; September 3,1997), this rule is classified as compatibility "NRC."

Compatibility is not required for Category "NRC" regulations. The NRC program elements in

this category are those that relate directly to areas of regulation reserved to the NRC by the

AEA or the provisions of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, and although an

Agreement State may not adopt program elements reserved to NRC, it may wish to inform its

licensees of certain requirements via a mechanism that is consistent with the particular

State's administrative procedure laws, but does not confer regulatory authority on the State.
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own these plants do not fall within the scope of the definition of "small entities" set forth in the

Regulatory Flexibility Act or the size standards established by the NRC (10 CFR 2.810).

XVI. Backfit analysis

Hhe NRC has determined that the backfit rule does not apply to this proposed rule. A

bakfilt analysis is not required for this proposed rule beeause these amendments de not

impose more stringent requirements on licensees. Current DOT requirements were imposed

by orders dated April 29, 2003, and implemented through the revised and NRC approved

security plans for each licensee. The proposed DOT requirements for § 73.1 are the same as

those imposed by the DBT orders. The NRC determined, pursuant to the exception in 10

CFR 50.109 (a)(4)(iii), that a backfit analysis is unnecessary for this proposed rule. Section

50.109 states in pertinent part that a backfit analysis is not required if the Commission finds

and declares that a "regulatory action involves defining or redefining what level of protection

to the public health and safety or common defense and security should be regarded as

adequate." The proposed rule would increase the security requirements currently prescribed

in NRC regulations, and is necessary to protect nuclear facilities against potential terrorists.

When the Commission imposed security enhancements by order in April 2003, it did so in

response to an escalated domestic threat level. Since that time, the Commission has

continued to monitor intelligence reports regarding plausible threats from terrorists currently

facing the U.S. The Commission has also gained experience from implementing the order

requirements and reviewing revised licensee security plans. The Commission has

considered all of this information and finds that the security requirements previously imposed

by DBT orders, which applied only to existing licensees, should be made generically

applicable. The Commission further finds that the proposed rule would redefine the security
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Executive Summary

The design basis threat (DBT) requirements in 10 CFR 73.1(a) describe general adversary
characteristics that designated licensees must defend against with high assurance. The
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) requirements include protection against radiological
sabotage (applied to power reactors and Category I fuel cycle facilities) and theft or diversion of
NRC-licensed strategic special nuclear material (SSNM) (applied to Category I fuel cycle
facilities). The DBTs are used by these licensees to form the basis for site-specific defensive
strategies.

The April 29, 2003, DBT orders required nuclear power reactors and Category I fuel cycle
licensees to revise their physical security plans, security personnel training and qualification
plans, and safeguards contingency plans to defend against the supplemental DBT
requirements. The orders resulted in licensee security enhancements such as increased
patrols; augmented security forces and capabilities; additional security posts; additional physical
barriers; vehicle checks at greater standoff distances; better coordination with law enforcement
and military authorities; augmented security and emergency response training, equipment, and
communication; and more restrictive site access controls for personnel, including expanded,
expedited, and more thorough worker initial and follow-on screening. Currently, all power
reactor and Category I fuel facilities have received NRC approval of security plans consistent
with the DBTs imposed by the April 2003 orders.

This draft regulatory analysis considers two alternatives to the proposed rule changes to fof
consmlidating the supplemental requirements put in place by the orders with the DBT
requirements in § 73.1(a). The proposed rulemaking also considers the petition for rulemaking
(PRM) filed by the Committee to Bridge the Gap (PRM-73-12Y-

The first alternative is to take no additional regulatory action ('The No Action Alternative")
beyond the DBT orders. Under this alternative, NRC would not revise the governing regulations
in § 73.1 pertaining to DBT, but would continue the status quo, which is implementation of
supplemented DBT requirements imposed through the DBT orders.

The second alternative, which was selected, is to revise the § 73.1 DBT requirements through
rulemaking. Because the DBT involves the discussion of information that is either safeguards
information or classified, three rulemaking strategies were evaluated for the most appropriate
approach.

The strategy chosen is similar to the rulemaking practice the NRC used when the DBT
requirements were last revised. Compared to the other strategies, this rulemaking approach
would provide the public with the opportunity for meaningful comment and participation in the
process. However, the public's participation and access to classified and safeguards
information is limited to those who have a need-to-know and who otherwise qualify for access.
The NRC selected this rulemaking strategy after careful y considering the balance between
openness and the protection of sensitive and classifiedJnformation, as well as the need for
complying with the notice-and-comment requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act. The
details in the proposed rule would likely be assumed by potential adversaries but would not
offer information that would assist adversaries in planning or carrying out an attack. At the
same time, the proposed rule would include sufficient detail to enable comments from external
stakeholders on NRC regulatory activities. By placing this information in the rule, the NRC
concluded that the benefits gained by maintaining more openness in the NRC rulemaking
process for § 73.1 exceeded the risks of releasing the information.
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1. Statement of Problem and NRC Objectives

(a) History and Background

The DBT requirements in 10 CFR 73.1(a) describe general adversary characteristics that
designated licensees must defend against with high assurance. The Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) requirements include protection against radiological sabotage (generally
applied to power reactors and Category I fuel cycle facilities) and theft or diversion of NRC-
licensed SSNM (generally applied to Category I fuel cycle facilities). Radiological sabotage
specifically applies to facilities that use special nuclear material. However, current Category I
facilities do not typically possess or use nuclear/radioactive materials that would constitute a
radiological sabotage threat. Theft or diversion applies to facilities that receive, acquire,
possess, use, or transfer formula quantities of SSNM. The DBTs are used by these licensees
to form the basis for site-specific defensive strategies implemented through security plans,
safeguards contingency plans, and guard training and qualification plans.

Following the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001, the NRC conducted a thorough review of
security to ensure that nuclear power plants and other licensed facilities continued to have
effective security measures in place for the changing threat environment. In so doing, the NRC
recognized that some elements of the DBTs required enhancement due to the escalation of the
domestic threat level. After soliciting and receiving comments from Federal, State, local
agencies, and industry stakeholders, the NRC imposed by order supplemental DBT
requirements which contained additional detailed adversary characteristics. The balance
between licensee responsibilities and the responsibilities of the local, State and Federal
Governments was considered during the development of the April 29, 2003, DBT orders.

The Commission's decision was based on the analysis of intelligence information regarding the
trends and capabilities of the potential adversaries and discussions with Federal, law
enforcement, and intelligence community agencies. These enhanced adversary characteristics
are reflective of the new threat environment and are described in the April 29, 2003, DBT
orders. In general terms, DBTs are comprised of attributes selected from the overall threat
environment. The ACDs set forth the specific details of the attributes of the DBTs. The DBT
technical basis document contains a basis for the specific adversary characteristics. These
supplemental documents contain safeguards and classified information, and therefore, are
withheld from public dsclosure and only distributed on a need-to-know basis to persons with
authorized access. The NRC's DBT is itet based on worst easc scenarios but rather on actual
adversary characteristics demonstrated worldwide and a determination as to those
characteristics against which a private security force could reasonably be expected to provide
protection. J

The April 29, 2003, DBT orders required nuclear power reactors and Category I fuel cycle
licensees to revise their physical security plans, security personnel training and qualification
plans, and safeguards contingency plans to defend against the supplemental DBT
requirements. The orders resulted in licensee security enhancements such as increased
patrols; augmented security forces and capabilities; additional security posts; additional physical
barriers; vehicle checks at greater standoff distances; better coordination with law enforcement
and military authorities; augmented security and emergency response training, equipment, and
communication; and more restrictive site access controls for personnel, including expanded,
expedited, and more thorough worker initial and follow-on screening. Currently, all power
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reactor and Category I fuel facilities have received NRC approval of security plans consistent
with the DBTs imposed by the April 2003 orders.

(b) Objective of Proposed Rulemaking

The proposed rulemaking would consolidate the supplemental requirements put in place by the
orders and the existing DOT requirements in § 73.1(a). The proposed rulemaking would make
generically applicable the security requirements previously imposed on existing licensees by the
Commission's April 2003 DBT orders, and redefine in NRC regulations the level of security
necessary to ensure adequate protection of the public health and safety and common defense
and security. The proposed rule would describe the DBTs at a level of detail comparable to the
current rule. Specific details related to the threat, which include both safeguards information
and classified information, would be consolidated in adversary characteristics documents that
would include requirements consistent with those in the DBT orders. The adversary
characteristics documents would be available to those with a need to know and authorized
access. The proposed rulemaking would include the DBTs for both radiological sabotage
(applied to power reactors and Category 1 fuel cycle facilities) and theft and diversion (Category
1 fuel cycle facilities). The proposed rulemaking would also consider the petition for rulemaking
filed by the Committee to Bridge the Gap (PRM-73-12T7

(c) Backfit Rule Concems

This section should be replaced with revised discussion from FRN

[This proposed regulatory action would not involve the imposition of any new requirements.
The approach selected for the proposed rule would not expand the DBTs beyond requirements
currently in place under existing NRC regulations and orders. Consequently, the proposed
§ 73.1(a) amendments would not require existing licensees to make additional changes to their
current NRC-approved security plans. As such, there would be no backfits involved with this
regulatory action.]

II. Analysis of Alternatives

There are basically two alternatives for addressing changes to the DBT requirements. Those
alternatives are to take no additional regulatory action beyond the DBT orders (No Action
Alternative) and rulemaking (of which there are three variations). These alternatives are
discussed below in more detail.

(a) No Action Alternative

This alternative is simply to take no additional regulatory action and, as a result, not revise the
governing regulations in § 73.1(a) pertaining to DBT. This approach would continue the status
quo, which is implementation of supplemented DBT requirements as imposed through the DBT
orders. While this action would save the agency resources that it would expend revising the
regulation, it would leave § 73.1(a) as is, and these requirements do not reflect the
supplemented DBT requirements currently in place. As such, the regulations would not be up-
to-date; this situation could introduce inefficiencies into the regulatory process. This alternative
was not chosen since it is important to consolidate the DBT requirements and revise § 73.1(a)
accordingly.
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(b) Rulemaking Alternatives

The second alternative is to revise § 73.1(a) DBT requirements. There are several different
strategies for revising the requirements in the regulations. The strategies are:

(1) A rulemaking would contain the DBT details (which are safeguards and classified
information) but which would withhold this information from public disclosure. This would
require a change to Part 2 to develop a new rulemaking process.

(2) A rulemaking that would remove all detail from the regulation and reference documents that
contain the DBT details.

(3) A rulemaking that would revise § 73.1 (a) requirements to remove detail that might provide
useful information to potential adversaries and follow an approach similar to the current
regulation by not referencing a document containing DBT attributes, but keeping the level of
detail in the rule language consistent with the current detail level in an effort to maximize the
opportunity for meaningful stakeholder participation.

The first strategy would require a change in § 2.800 to develop the new rulemaking procedures
that would account for the withholding of safeguards and classified information from the public.
This approach envisions neither public notice of a rulemaking nor an opportunity for the public
to comment on the proposed DBT regulation. This proposed rule could contain detailed DBT
requirements (which are safeguards and classified information), but the DBT detail would be
withheld from the public. Developing new rulemaking procedures would likely involve
considerable resources and there is the potential that this process would not comply with the
Administrative Procedure Act (APA). Given these challenges and the additional expenditure of
staff resources to pursue this approach, this strategy was not chosen.

The second strategy would remove all DBT details from § 73.1(a) and reference documents
containing the DBT requirements. This option would limit availability of information that could
aid potential adversaries. However, removing all the DBT details to a document that would be
restricted from public access (due to the safeguards and classified content), would create
questions regarding whether the approach provides the public with a meaningful opportunity to
comment. For this reason, this approach was not selected.

The third strategy would revise the § 73.1 (a) requirements to accurately reflect the new DBT
requirements except for information that could be useful to potential adversaries, while
removing information that is outdated. This strategy would not reference a document within the
regulations, and in this sense, this strategy is similar to current regulatory practice (i.e., § 73.1
has been structured this way since its inception). This approach was used when the DBT
requirements were last revised to incorporate new vehicle bomb requirements with one
important exception. This approach would maintain a level of detail in the rule text that is
comparable to the current § 73.1 level of detail in an effort to maximize the opportunity for
external stakeholders to participate in the rulemaking. Compared to the other rulemaking
strategies described above, this rulemaking strategy would provide the public with the greatest
opportunity to comment and participate in the rulemaking process. However, the public's
participation and access to safeguards and classified information is restricted to members of
the public who have a need to know and authorized access. This is the rulemaking strategy
that is judged as being the best option that balances public participation with the need to protect
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(c) Conclusion Regarding Alternative Strategies

Based on the reasons discussed above, the NRC concludes that a rulemaking approach
described in the third strategy is the best approach.

Ill. Estimate and Evaluation of Values and Impacts

(a) Overview

E~his section should be revised consistent with the FR'N

[This rulemaking would revise the governing regulations pertaining to the DBTs to more closely
align the regulation with the actual requirements that were implemented by the April 29, 2003
DBT orders. This rulemaking would not impose any new requirements beyond those which
have already been imposed through orders. A Petition for Rulemaking (PRM-73-12) is being
considered as part of this rulemaking with the intention of determining whether DBT
requirements need to be strengthened as the petitioner requests. The NRC is granting PRM-
73-12 in part, and denying PRM in part (refer to Section V of the proposed rule notice). As a
result of the DBT orders, licensees revised their security plans and submitted them for staff
review and approval. The staff reviews were completed on October 29, 2004. Furthermore,
this rulemaking would not impose any new information collection requirements.

This rulemaking would have no impact on plant risk. This rulemaking would not change the risk
associated with security-related events from the current level because requirements that are
currently in place per the orders, remain in place. Because there would be no net change in
risk related to radiological sabotage or. theft and diversion (the implemented orders have
already addressed this), there would be no net change in potential value (in terms of reduced
risk) due to this rulemaking.

There is value in pursuing this rulemaking, because revising § 73.1(a) requirements to more
accurately reflect the implemented DBT requirements (with the constraint that certain
information would not be revealed within § 73.1(a)), would further increase the regulatory
coherency by updating the DBT requirements in § 73.1(a).]

(b) Impacts on Licensees

Impacts upon the licensees from this proposed rulemaking would be minimal. Because the
adversary characteristics would remain consistent with those promulgated by orders, no
technical changes will be required. Licensees may need to update references in their security
plan documentation, which could be accomplished without NRC review and in conjunction with
future plan updates.

(c) Impacts to the NRC

a. The primary impact on the NRC would be the resources expended in conducting
this rulemaking, including the consolidation of security guidance related to the
DBT. This guidance was developed during the post September 11, 2001, time
frame, and was used by licensees to revise security plans per the new DBT.
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UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT AND FINDING OF

NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) is proposing to revise the

requirements in 10 CFR 73.1. Specifically, the proposed rule would revise the design basis

threat (DBT) requirements for both radiological sabotage, which are generally applied to power

reactors and Category I fuel cycle facilities, and theft or diversion of NRC-licensed Strategic

Special Nuclear Material (SSNM), which are generally applied to Category I fuel cycle facilities.

Radiological sabotage specifically applies to facilities that use special nuclear material.

However, current Category I facilities do not typically possess or use nuclear/radioactive

materials that would constitute a radiological sabotage threat. Theft or diversion applies to

facilities that receive, acquire, possess, use, or transfer formula quantities of SSNM. The DBTs

are used by these licensees to form the basis for site-specific defensive strategies implemented

through security plans, safeguards contingency plans, and guard training and qualification

plans. The rulemaking also considered a petition for rulemaking filed by the Committee to

Bridge the Gap on July 23, 2004, (PRM-73-12) that pertains to the DBT.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

Identification of the Action:

3The piricipal objective of the proposed revision to the § 73AI(a) DBT rule is to

consolidate the supplemental requirements put in place by the April 29, 2003, DBT orders with

the existing DBTs requirements in § 73.1(a). The principal objective of the proposed rule is to

make generically applicable the security requirements previously imposed by the Commission's



a.; *.

-ii-

April 29, 2003 DBT orders, and to define in NRC regulations the level of security necessary to

ensure adequate protection of the public health and safety and common defense and securityj

The approach proposed in this rulemaking would maintain a level of specificity in

§ 73.1(a) rule language that is comparable to the current regulation, while revising DBT

attributes to be consistent with the requirements imposed by the April 29, 2003, DBT orders.

The revised approach would keep certain specific additional details, which are both safeguards

and classified information, in separate, non-publicly-available adversary characteristics

documents.

A Petition for Rulemaking, PRM-73-12, filed by the Committee to Bridge the Gap, was

considered as part of this proposed rulemaking, would be dispositioned as described in the

notice of proposed rulemaking. The petition requests that the NRC amend its regulations to

upgrade the DBT regulations (in terms of numbers, teams, capabilities, planning, willingness to

die and other characteristics of adversaries) to a level that encompasses, with a sufficient

margin of safety, the terrorist capabilities demonstrated during the attacks of September 11,

2001. The petition also requests that security plans, systems, inspections, and force-on-force

exercises be revised in accordance with the amended DBT. Finally, the petition requests that a

provision be added to Part 73 to require licensees to construct shields against air attack

(referred to as 'beamhenge"), so that nuclear power plants would be able to withstand an air

attack from a jumbo jet similar to the September 11, 2001 attacks. PRM-73-12 was published

for public comment in the Federal Register on November 8, 2004 (69 FR 64690). The public

comment period expired on January 24, 2005. There were 845 comments submitted on PRM-

73-12, of which 528 were from letters. Many of the comments were submitted after the

comment period expired, however the staff reviewed and considered all of the comments.

Comments were received from nine state attorney generals, approximately 20 public interest

groups, a U.S. Congressman from Massachusetts, and six industry groups and licensees. In
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Commissioner Lyons' comments on SECY-05-0106

Proposed Rulemaking to Revise 10 CFR 73.1, Design Basis Threat (DBT) Requirements

I commend the staff's efforts to devise an approach for this rulemaking that provides adequate
public notification and opportunity for meaningful public comment and to accurately convey that
the proposed rule does not represent a reduction of the requirements already established by
Order.

I approve the staffs recommendations with comments as follows:

1. The staff should not exempt ISFSI from being protected against waterbome threats where
applicable (i.e., ISFSIs built close to waterways). The staff notes that a previous evaluation,
pursuant to the requirements issued in the October 16, 2002 ISFSI orders, concluded that other
means (requirements) in the orders were sufficiently protective for the waterborne threat.
However, the proposed rule should be clear that ISFSIs must be protected against waterborne
threats, if such threats are applicable due to the location of the ISFSI. Such protection might
possibly be demonstrated through compliance with other provisions of the final rule, but
demonstration should be required in any case.

2. The NRC press release should make clear that the Commission is partially granting the
petition by considering most of the petitioner's issues during the rulemaking process, but that
the portion of the petition requesting amendment of NRC regulations to add attacks by aircraft
to the DBT was determined not to be required, since existing requirements ensure adequate
protection of public health and safety. The Commission's decision was balanced and objective
and should be conveyed as such.

3. Editorial comments to the FRN as follows:

(Pg 20) Second full paragraph, fourth sentence (beginning "The Department of Defense..."
should be clarified as

"Such improvements have already been exercised effectively by the Department of
Defense and the Federal Aviation Administration through responses to airspace
violations near nuclear power plants that were subsequently determined not to be
threats."

(Pg 21) Seventh line from the top, should be clarified as

"...studies confirm that the likelihood of an aircraft both damaging the reactor core
and..."

(Pg 22) Section VI, Item 1., last line, should be clarified as

"...to-know basis to those witwho otherwise qualify for access."

(Pg vii) Environmental Assessment and Finding of No Significant Impact, 12th line from the top,
should be clarified as

"...nonradiological plant effluents, and would have no other environmental impact."
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